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As synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) systems are transitioned into operational naval applications, there is developing 
interest in enhancing SAS designs with additional capabilities, including interferometric bottom height 
determination.  Bathymetry, gathered in a single pass with SAS, has the potential to improve mine countermeasure 
efforts by adding constraints to object dimensions, assisting with seabed characterization, improving SAS imagery 
through enhanced motion compensation, and improving navigation through enhanced motion estimates found using 
displaced phase center methods. With the addition of one or two receiver elements, coarse bathymetric solutions can 
be derived, and with the addition of a second SAS array, full interferometric SAS surveying may be conducted, 
allowing fine scale seafloor bathymetry and improved resolution of mine-like targets. 
While the interferometric technique is relatively mature within the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) community, the 
transition to sonar poses various technical issues which may require somewhat different approaches in the marine 
environment.  Items of concern include approaches to data filtering and co-registration needed to resolve fine-scale 
height variations, the mitigation of errors due to sensor motion and medium variations, and the choice of phase 
unwrapping algorithms which are both effective and efficient for seafloor terrain typically mapped from altitudes of 
a few dozen meters.  To address these topics, we will conduct comparative performance analyses for several 
interferometric processors using simulated SAS data, allowing direct quantitative comparisons between input depth 
values and bathymetric solutions.   Improvements over existing inter-stave signal co-registration, filtering, phase 
unwrapping, and height estimation techniques for bathymetry mapping and small object shape identification will be 
the thrust of this research.   
My goal is to present a summary of basic ocean physics to lay the foundation for Interferometric synthetic aperture 
sonar (InSAS) processing in the shallow water acoustic environment.  Ocean acoustic models derived from the 
previously mentioned physics will be used to predict the acoustic response of the sonar in a large set of ocean 
environments.  Beamforming signal processing techniques are presented to give a basic understanding of what is 
involved in converting the changes in ocean pressures at the sonar face into meaningful digital electronic data to 
form images of the ocean bottom.  The details of standard practices for synthetic aperture sonar will be presented to 
build the framework for three dimensional bathymetric imaging.  The thrust of this investigation will be to 
benchmark the methods of InSAS bathymetric height and phase unwrapping techniques.  The eloquence of the 
Matrix Inversion Lemma, the Principle of Stationary Phase and the Principle of Orthogonality are revealed and their 
usefulness in signal processing is extremely valuable.   
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History 
Synthetic aperture Sonar (SAS) technology originates from the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) community.  Walsh 
’69 was awarded a patent on high resolution seafloor imaging, which was the beginning of SAS.  Cutrona ’75 ported 
SAR technology to SAS.  He pointed out that sensor motion and the ocean media would be limiting factors to SAS 
capabilities.  Spiess & Anderson ’83 were awarded a patent on InSAS.  Griffiths ‘94 proposed using three vertically 
spaced receivers for interferometric bathymetry.  Hawkins ’96 and Gough ‘98 provide a historical review of the 
development of SAR and SAS technologies. Wen Xu ’98 developed a direction of arrival amplitude estimation for 
multiple row bathymetric side scans.  Chatillon ’99 produced bathymetric voxels of 1m3 at 2.5 km.  Lurton ’00 
investigated the significant factors that influence the quality and resolution of swath bathymetry using phase 
differences.  Pinto ’02 showed the motion compensation scheme of displaced phase center antenna is within the 
theoretical limits.  Sintes ’02 presented the vernier method for resolution of phase ambiguities.  Hayes ’04 provided 
a ten year review suggesting the future focus should be on motion estimations and compensation.   Hansen ’06 
applied coarse and fine motion compensation techniques and produced improved interferometric images and 
bathymetric height estimations.  Hayes & Gough ’09 provide a peer review of the SAS technology and the current 
state of the art.  Tang ’04 stated in the ’90’s China started developing beamforming algorithms that were not pixel 
based.  They moved to range-Doppler, wavenumber and chirp scaling which was good for stop and hop but later 
went to Image formation algorithm of multi-aperture synthetic aperture sonar.  They developed displaced phase 
center algorithms for motion compensation, modified the phase gradient algorithm (PGA) for stripmap mode and by 
the end of 2001 they had an operational InSAS system capable of .2 m resolution.  Wei Xu ’94 developed phase 
unwrapping of SAR Interferograms using the vernier multi-frequency and multi-baseline methods. The current 
literature on InSAS bathymetric height reconstruction indicates that further research is required to obtain a vertical 
resolution consistent with along-track and across-track resolution.   
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Abstract 
There are various processing techniques used with InSAS data to determine bathymetric heights.  In this research 
new methods are tested using synthetic data and compared with existing methods.  Improvements come from the use 
of Chirp-Scaling, a phase preserving beamforming technique to form a SAS image; an interferometric Vernier 
method to unwrap the phase; and confirming the direction of arrival with the MUltiple SIgnal Channel (MUSIC) 
estimation technique. The fusion of Chirp-Scaling, Vernier, and MUSIC affords stability in the bathymetric height 
measurement as well as improved resolution. The methods are computationally faster and use less memory than 
existing techniques. 
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Introductory  
Chapter 1 Physics of Underwater Acoustics  
It is an introductory to the theory of an acoustic plane wave traveling through varying ocean mediums constrained 
by the boundaries of the pressure relief sea surface and the seafloor bottom with a particular emphasis on the phase.  
This is a brief introduction to lay the ground work for chapters three and four.  My recommendation for detailed 
information on the subject is to read Clay & Medwin 1977, and Apel 1987.   
Chapter 2 Vehicle Motion 
This is an introductory to the current state of the art of motion estimation, motion compensation, and autofocusing 
used in SAS processing.  Although motion compensation has a major effect on the image it is beyond the scope of 
this dissertation. 
Chapter 3 Sonar Signal Processing 
In this chapter I present several beamforming and adaptive beamforming techniques that will be used to produce a 
SAS image, reduce noise, find the direction of arrival, and eliminate multipath reflections.  A fusion of these 
methods are combined to form a more precise image.  This will be the subject of my follow on research. 
Chapter4 InSAS and Phase Unwrapping, Bathymetric Height    
This is the heart of the research, here the interferometric techniques is detailed with several methods to unwrap the 
phase.  The true phase is then used to obtain the direction of arrival.  The direction of arrival is then used to derive 
the bathymetric height. 
Chapter 5 Research  
Data analysis, error analysis, performance, and prediction analysis are presented to quantify the quality, and 
robustness of the InSAS algorithm.  In this section I combine the methods of chirp-scaling, vernier interferometry, 
and MUSIC to produce a bathymetric image.  This information has been removed and will appear in subsequent 
reports. 
Chapter 6  Conclusion   
This chapter is a summary of this research and describes the research moving forward. 
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Chapter 1 Physics of Sound 
1.1 Plane Wave 
A sound wave is a disturbance in the density of the medium caused by an impulsive force.  The impulse causes the 
medium to condense causing peak pressure followed by rarefaction a minimum pressure.  The peak pressure wave 
travels spherically outward.  The Helmholtz equation relates the spatial dependence of the disturbance to the 
temporal dependence of the disturbance.   
 {∇ + ωc − iωρc µ∇ + B
ω}P
reω = 0	 (1.1) 
 is the spatial divergence, ω is the angular frequency, ρ is the density, c is the speed of sound  = , together 
ρc is the impedance, µ is the attenuation due to the molecular viscosity of water, B (ω) is the attenuation caused by 
ionic absorption,  P is the amplitude of the sound pressure, and t is the time.   
 
The advancing pressure wave will travel as longitudinal or transverse waves.  Longitudinal waves known as 
compression waves travel parallel to the advancing wave front.  Longitudinal waves exist in liquid mediums (ocean) 
and solid mediums (bottom sediments).  Transverse waves also known as shear waves are orthogonal to longitudinal 
waves.  Transverse waves only occur in solid mediums.  Wave propagation transfers energy without transporting 
mass.  If the advancing pressure wave front has constant frequency and phase it is considered to be a plane wave.  
The plane wave approximation expressed as pressure is a solution to Eq. (1.1). 
  P
r, t = Pe
!"#$# (1.2) 
P is the amplitude of the sound pressure, ω is the angular frequency, t is the time, R is the range, k is the 
wavenumber (k  = ω/c = 2pi/λ) and α is the attenuation.  
The acoustic intensity is the rate in which energy is transmitted in the direction of propagation per unit area of the 
wave front, also referred to as the energy flux.  The average intensity is equal to the power passing through a unit 
area at a range R which is equal to  
 〈I〉 = 	P( R(Rρc (1.3) 
Because the frequency of acoustic oscillation is so high there is no time in one cycle for the heat to flow and 
temperature to equilibrate, therefore the process is adiabatic.  The group velocity is the speed at which the envelope 
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(amplitude) of the wave travels.  The phase velocity is the speed at which the phase travels for a particular 
frequency.  In a non-dispersive medium the phase and the group velocity are the same. 
 +, = -.-/ 																+0 = ./									 (1.4) 
Vg is the velocity of the group, ω is the angular frequency, k is the wavenumber, and Vp is the velocity of the phase.   
1.2 Interference Patterns 
This section covers the guiding principles of beamforming and interferometry, this is the crux of this dissertation 
and will be expounded upon in more detail in chapter three and chapter four.  Interference patterns are used in 
beamforming multiple receiver arrays and provide information on the changing phase.  They are extremely valuable 
in all aspects of underwater acoustics.   
Huygen’s principle explains that each point on a spherically advancing wave front acts as a new source of wavelets 
emanating in a spherical pattern.  The envelope of all of these wavelets constitutes the new wave front resulting in 
longitudinal compression waves.  The wavelets spread as if the wave fronts were formed from an equal but opposite 
source on the other side of the boundary [Clay & Medwin 1977].  
 
                              a                                            b 
Figure  1.1 Huygen's Principle: (a)  Wavelets at a reflecting surface showing the development of the secondary 
wavelets forming a new wave front.  (b) Wavelets at an edge showing diffraction and reflection.   
Similiarly, Lloyd’s Mirror Effect is an interference of the direct path by a path that bounces off of a flat smooth 
surface.  Reflected waves follow a direct path as if they originated at an imaginary source that is equidistant from the 
surface.  The direct path and the reflected path coherently combine to form an interference pattern with deep nulls 
where destructive interference has occurred.  The result is an asymmetric pattern of fringes where the phase at the 
mirror experiences a 180º shift resulting in a null at the center of the image.    
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Figure 1.2 Lloyds Mirror Effect: D is the distance between the source and the receiver, d is the distance between the 
source and the reflecting surface, and R1 is the slant range to the reflecting surface. 
  The distance between fringes is 
 12 = 3 − 12 67/9 (1.5) 
D is the distance between the source and the receiver, d is the distance between the source and the mirror (reflecting 
surface), and λ is the wavelength. 
The interference pattern caused by multiple transmit or receive acoustic arrays can easily be extrapolated from the 
Young’s double slit experiment were  a light wave from a coherent source emanates spherically outward through a 
double slit causing the wave to interfere constructively or destructively creating an interference pattern.    
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Figure  1.3 Young’s double slit experiment showing the interference pattern and positions of maxima and minima 
light intensities (blue squares on the left represent maximum intensities). S1 and S2 are coherent sources of the wave, 
d is the distance between slits, r1 and r2 are the range from the source to the receiver, and  P is the point of 
measurement. 
The Interference pattern has a maximum amplitude when the phase difference between r2 and r1 are integer multiples 
of the wavelength and a minimum when the difference is a1/2 multiple of the wavelength. 
maximum |;2  ;1|  36 (1.6) 
minimum |;2  ;1|  
3  1/26 (1.7) 
r2 and r1 are the ranges from their respective sources, n is the wavenumber, and λ is the wavelength. 
The intensity pattern from the Young’s double slit experiment results in a Sinc function, as will the beam pattern 
presented in chapter 3.  
 <=3 1  sin 
@1
@1  (1.8) 
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Figure  1.4 The Sinc function [Bracewell 2000]  
The peaks in Figure 1.4 correspond to the maximum intensities in Eq. (1.6).  The phase difference between the two 
sources often referred to as Bragg’s Diffraction is 
 
∆Φ  2@96 A=3B (1.9) 
d is the distance between slits, λ is the wavelength, and θ is the direction of arrival of the transmitted or received 
acoustic plane wave.  This is only valid in a non-dispersive medium in which both group and phase velocities are the 
same.  In chapter 4, the phase difference between two elements will be exploited to derive the bathymetric height of 
the seafloor and height of objects on the seafloor.   
Fresnel diffraction is a near-field approximation to the Kirchhoff -Fresnel diffraction pattern for a circular aperture 
based on Huygen’s principle.  It explains how a plane wave diffracts causing the distant image to display a pattern of 
maximum and minimum intensities.  Figure 1.5 shows the Fresnel zones, consider a point source at Q a height h 
from the seafloor producing spherically emanating zones of maximum and minimum intensities. 
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Figure  1.5  Fresnel diffraction: Q is the point source, ds is an area on the seafloor, R is the slant range, h is the 
height of the vehicle, and r is the horizontal range to the target. 
The phase of a wave traveling from Q to ds and back to Q is  
 Φ  ωt  2kR (1.10) 
ω is the angular frequency, t is time, k is the wavenumber, and 2R is the slant range there and back.   
To obtain the change in phase from nadir (r = 0) to element ds, choose the spatial part of the reference phase to be 
2kh then the change in phase from nadir to element ds is 
 ∆Φ  2kR − 2kh (1.11) 
k is the wavenumber, R is the slant range, h is the height of the source.  Thus, the slant range R to the patch of 
seafloor ds is 
 R = λ∆Φ4π + h (1.12) 
Fresnel diffraction occurs in the near field when the Fresnel number is greater than 1 
 G = HI6 ≥ 1 (1.13) 
a is the characteristic size of the aperture, R is range, and λ is wavelength.  Pythagorean’s Theorem can then be used 
to obtain the horizontal range of the first Fresnel zone. 
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 r  hλ∆Φ2π + λ∆Φ4π  (1.14) 
Fraunhofer diffraction is the far-field approximation to Fresnel diffraction.  It can be used, when the range is much 
greater than the wavelength r >> λ.  Fraunhofer diffraction occurs when the Fresnel number is less than one. 
 G = HI6 ≪ 1 (1.15) 
a is the characteristic size of the aperture, R is range, and λ is wavelength.  The approximation assumes the squared 
term  Lλ∆ΦMN O in the Fresnel diffraction range Eq. (1.14) is negligible and the range is  
 r P hλ∆Φ2π  (1.16) 
Therefore, the approximation to the change in phase becomes  
 
∆Φ =P 2πrhλ  (1.17) 
The first phase zone: 0 ≤ RS ≤ @ , gives a positive contribution to the phase.  The second phase zone: @ ≤ RS ≤2@, gives a negative contribution to the phase.  Subsequently, the nth phase zone:   nπ ≤ 	∆Φ ≤ 
n + 1π and the 
change in phase for the nth phase zone is 
 
∆Φ = nπ ≅ 2πrUhλ  (1.18) 
The range for the nth phase zone is  
 rU ≅ Vhλn2  (1.19) 
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1.3  Ocean Medium 
Snell’s law is used to describe the reflection and diffraction of the wave as it interacts at different boundaries 
(surface, sediment, fronts and eddies).  Snell’s Law states that the ratio of the sines of the angle of incidence and 
refraction at the boundary of two mediums are equivalent to the ratio of phase velocities in two different isotropic 
mediums.   
 
sin θXcX = sin θc = n (1.20) 
θ1 is the incident angle, θ2 is the refracted angle in the new medium.  c1 is the phase speed in the first medium, c2 is 
the phase speeds in the second medium, n is the index of refraction.  The impedance at the boundary is the ratio of 
the pressure to the velocity or equivocally the density times the speed of sound.  Due to the continuity equation the 
pressure and velocity at the interface must be equal.   
Attenuation is the loss of acoustic energy per unit path length due to both absorption and scattering.  The Stokes-
Kirchhoff classical theory of attenuation attributed propagation losses to the thermal conductivity and the viscosity 
of the medium.  The thermal conductivity loss for water turns out to be negligible.   The significant losses in water 
are caused by shear viscosity and bulk viscosity.   Shear viscosity is due to frictional forces during relative motion 
between adjacent layers of the liquid.  The bulk viscosity is due to the molecular rearrangements that take place 
during a sound wave cycle.  It is even more important than the shear viscosity in water [Clay & Medwin1977].   
Attenuation is dependent on frequency, temperature, salinity, pressure and pH.  In order of increasing frequency the 
major contributors of attenuation α(ω) are:  volume scattering by inhomogeneities, boric acid, magnesium sulfate 
and molecular viscosity [Apel 1987] .  The change in average intensity due to the attenuation is
  
 
 〈I
Y〉  I(  RR(
 e$
##Z (1.21) 
 I0 is the reference intensity, R0 is the reference range, R is the range from the source to the receiver, and α is the 
total attenuation.  The change in pressure due to the attenuation is 
 〈P
Y〉  P( R(R 
 e$
##Z (1.22) 
P0 is the reference Pressure at reference range R0, R is the range from the source to the receiver, and α is the total 
attenuation.   
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1.4  Reflection & Transmission 
Boundary conditions occur in the ocean when there is a change in impedance ρc
 
of the medium.  This occurs in the 
water column, in the vertical due to the change in temperature, salinity, pressure, and in the horizontal caused by 
fronts, eddies and internal waves.  Boundary conditions also occur at the surface where the pressure is equal to zero 
and the bottom which is dependent on the sediment characteristics.     
1.  At the boundary interface pressure is equal on both sides due to conservation of mass.  The pressure 
incident Pi plus the pressure reflected Pr is equal to the total pressure transmitted Pt . 
   Pi + Pr = Pt (1.23) 
2. At the boundary interface the normal component of particle velocity is equal on both sides due to 
conservation of momentum.  The particle velocity incident ui plus the particle velocity reflected ur is equal 
to the total particle velocity transmitted ut.  θi  is the direction of  incident plane wave, θr is the direction of 
reflected plane wave, and θt is the direction of the transmitted plane wave into the next medium. 
    ui cosθi + ur cos θr  = ut cosθt (1.24) 
3. The relationship between pressure and particle velocity is  
 Pi = ρ1c1 ui cosθi (1.25) 
 Pr = ρ1c1 urcosθr  (1.26) 
 Pt = ρ2c2 utcosθt (1.27) 
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Figure 1.6 Reflection and transmission at a boundary:  Pi is the incident pressure, θi is the direction of incident, Pr is 
the reflected pressure, θr is the direction of reflection, ρ1 is the density of the first medium, c1 is the speed in the first 
medium, ρ2 is the density of the second medium, c2 is the speed in the second medium, Pt is the transmission 
pressure, θt is the direction of transmission. 
The pressure reflection coefficient is  
 RX  PYP 	 	
ρc	cosθ\  ρXcX	cosθ]ρc	cosθ\  ρXcX	cosθ]  
(1.28) 
The pressure transmission coefficient is 
 TX  PPX 	 	
2ρc	cosθ\ 				ρc	cosθ\  ρXcX	cosθ] 
(1.29) 
Recalling Snell’s Law  
 
sin θ\cX 
sin θ]c  
(1.30) 
The angle the plane wave is transmitted into the next medium is  
 θ]  sinX ccX sin θ\ (1.31) 
The critical angle occurs when the transmitted angle (θt = 90°) creating an evanescent wave that travels parallel to 
the boundary loosing energy exponentially in both mediums.   
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 sin θ_  cXc (1.32) 
Below the critical angle (c2 <c1), (c2/c1 sinθi  < 1) for all angles of incidence, in the case for a hard bottom where   
(c2  >> c1) the total incident wave is internally reflected.   Above the critical angle the reflection coefficient is  
 
RX  	ρc	cosθ  iρXcX	L
ccXO
 sin θ  1
ρc	cosθ  iρXcX	LccXO
 sin θ  1
 
(1.33) 
The beauty of this lies in the fact that the denominator is the complex conjugate of the numerator, therefore the 
absolute square of the reflection coefficient is one, and therefore total reflection occurs, and the signal has a phase 
lag of ei2Φ  [Clay & Medwin 1977].	
 
tanΦ  ρXcX	L
ccXO
 sin θ  1
ρc	cosθ  
(1.34) 
Scattering is the random incoherent reflection of the acoustic plane wave.  As the surface becomes rougher the 
energy will be scattered and become more random.  There are many methods for handling the reflections caused by 
the roughness of two surfaces.  Two significant methods are the Rayleigh’s formula for a plane wave scattering on a 
sinusoidal surface and the Helmholtz- Kirchhoff  (H-K) integral which is a mathematical description of Huygen’s 
principle.   H-K is derived from Green’s theorem which subsequently is derived from Gauss’s theorem (see 
appendix 1 for details).   The H-K integral field at point Q  
 U
Q  14πdUX ∂∂n e
"#
R  e
"#
R ∂UX∂n dsg  
(1.35) 
U1 is the field at point Q, n is normal to the surface, k is wavenumber and R is the range. Figure 1.7 is a closer look 
at point Q. 
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Figure 1.7 Small area on the H-K surface.  ρ1 is the density of the exterior medium, c1 is the speed in the exterior 
medium, ρ2 is the density of the interior medium, c2 is the speed in the interior medium, R1 is the range to point Q1, 
and R2 is the range to point Q2. 
The pressure is related to the greens function as follows 
 PX  UX
QP(R(e! (1.36) 
 P  U
QP(R(e! (1.37) 
U1 is the reflection wave field of the incident wave, U2 is the transmitted wave field, P0 is the reference pressure at 
range R0, ω is the angular frequency, and t is time.   
Kirchhoff Approximation states if the reflection coefficient and the transmission coefficient are slowly varying then 
they can be removed from the integral. 
 UX
Q ≅ RX4π d ∂∂nhUg e
"#
R idsg  
(1.38) 
 U
Q  TX4π d jUg ∂∂n e
"k#k
R 
e"k#kR
∂Ug∂n l dsg  
(1.39) 
This is a very good estimate of primary scattering.  A more detailed approach would be necessary for secondary 
scattering. 
Eckart’s procedure is used to determine the average reflection coefficients for a randomly rough surface.  Echkart’s 
procedure is dependent on the:  RMS roughness σ of the surface, Probability Distribution Function (PDF) for the 
change in depth, and spatial correlation function of the surface heights. 
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Figure 1.8 Eckart’s procedure for a randomly rough local surface.  a is the position of the source, k is the 
wavenumber, R1 is the distance from the source to a point on the seafloor and R2 is the distance from the point to the 
receiver, ξ is the mean bottom level, and θ is the direction of arrival. 
The scattering coefficient is 
 
<
θX, ϕX, θ, ϕ, f  o P
pk dtR( o P(pq dt
Rcosθπ∆x∆φ 
(1.40) 
The backscatter cross section is the scattering function times the area. 
 σvg  <A  IvgRI  
PvgP 
 R						 (1.41) 
Ii is the inicident intensity, S is the scattering function, A is the ensonified area, together SA form the backscattered 
cross section, and R is the range.  The target strength is the backscattered cross section divided by the area. 
 TS  10log LσvgA O  10log PvgP 
 RMRXR(
σvgA  
(1.42) 
Scattering parameters are exploited further to determine the materials objects are made of.  It is a very important 
parameter in automatic recognition algorithms.  In this chapter I covered the acoustic plane wave, interference 
patterns, boundary conditions, reflection, transmission, scattering and their effects on phase. 
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Chapter 2  Moving Vehicle 
2.1  Industry Standards 
The purpose of this chapter is to present an introductory to the current state of the art for motion compensation, 
motion estimation and autofocus.  It is essential to understand the motion of the vehicle and transfer the information 
into the processing of the bathymetric image.  Figure 2.1 is a flowchart for bathymetric reconstruction. 
Figure 2.1 InSAS three dimensional bathymetric reconstruction flowchart [Hansen et al. 2003].   
2.2  Motion Estimation  
One of the biggest challenges working with a moving platform is to stabilize the motion and precisely calculate its 
position.   An underwater vehicle is subjected to currents, tides, and waves.  It has six degrees of freedom: three 
rotations (roll, pitch, and yaw), and three displacements (surge, sway, and heave), as shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Six degrees of freedom for a freely moving underwater vehicle. 
The goal of motion compensation is to account for the six degrees of freedom of motions and derive a nominal path 
for the vehicle’s trajectory.  Underwater vehicles can be equipped with Internal Motion Units (IMU), Inertial 
Navigation Systems (INS), Doppler Velocity Logs (DVL), Global Positioning Systems (GPS) with surface fixes, 
Digital GPS with Ultra Short Baseline (DGPS_USBL), Underwater Transponder Positioning (UTP), altimeters, and 
depth sensors.  The measurements of the vehicle motion from these navigation sensors are combined and filtered 
usually Kalman filtered to provide the best estimate of the vehicle’s position.   This information is then used to 
coarse-motion compensate the platform’s position to a straight-line trajectory using either Redundant Phase Center 
(RPC) [Marx et al. 2000] or similarly the Displaced Phase Center Antenna (DPCA) technique [Putney et al. 2001] 
[Pinto et al. 2000, 2001, 2006] [Hagen et al. 2001] [Hansen et al. 2003] [Callow et al. 2005, 2009] [Heremans et al. 
2006] [Bellettini et al 2006, 2007].  After beamforming autofocus techniques such as: Phase Center Antenna (PCA), 
contrast-optimization, and map-drift are used to fine tune (micronavigation) the motion compensation and minimize 
the effects of medium variation to improve the final image.   
2.2.1 Rotational Matrix  
The rotational matrix is derived from the Euler angles.  The right-hand rule is used to determine the positive 
directions for the rotational matrix.  Roll and pitch information are obtained from the IMU, and yaw is usually 
derived from a ring laser gyro (heading less nominal heading). 
R1φ is the rotation about the X-axis referred to as roll. 
 IX{  |
1 0 00 }A
~ A=3
~0 A=3
~ }A
~ (2.1) 
R2θ is the rotation about the Y-axis referred to as pitch. 
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 I  |}A
B 0 A=3
B0 1 0A=3
B 0 }A
B  (2.2) 
R3ψ is the rotation about the Z-axis referred to as yaw. 
 I  | }A
 A=3
 0A=3
 }A
 00 0 1  (2.3) 
The Rotation Matrix is a combination of the roll, pitch and yaw. 
I
  IX{II 
 I
  |
1 0 00 }A
~ A=3
~0 A=3
~ }A
~ |
}A
B 0 A=3
B0 1 0A=3
B 0 }A
B  |
}A
 A=3
 0A=3
 }A
 00 0 1  (2.4) 
R is the total rotation of the vehicle 
 I  I
  Φ
9         (2.5) 
 RIMU  is the rotational matrix Eq. (2.4) from the IMU, Φ(t) is the rotational matrix from the body coordinate axis to 
the external coordinate axis, and dm is the distance from the body center of mass to the receiver. 
2.2.2 Displacement Matrix 
Surge, sway, and heave are also derived from the IMU and multiplied by the displacement matrix P.  The change in 
range is converted to a time delay and added to the data for each receiver.  The goal here is to preserve the phase for 
InSAS processing.  The method of least squares is then used to smooth the displacement. 
 P1 is the surge displacement in the X – direction 
 X  |1 0 00 1 00 0 1<; (2.6) 
P2 is the sway displacement in the Y – direction 
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   |1 0 00 1 00 0 1 <H (2.7) 
P3 is the heave displacement in the Z – direction 
   |1 0 00 1 00 0 1H (2.8) 
The total displacement of the vehicle is 
   X     (2.9) 
IMU’s in general are not precise enough for SAS systems that require the motion to be known within an eighth of a 
wavelength over the entire aperture, but it is a good starting point.  Vehicle motion compensation is essential 
because the vehicle traverses the aperture, causing the range to a given object on the seafloor to follows a parabolic 
curve.   This is referred to as range migration in space-time.  In this chapter Displaced Phase Center Antenna 
(DPCA) and Stripmap Phase Gradient Autofocus (SPGA) motion compensation techniques will be presented. 
2.3 Motion Compensation 
2.3.1 Displaced Phase Center Antenna or Redundant Phase Center 
Displaced Phase Center Antenna (DPCA) or Redundant Phase Center (RPC) is a technique for motion 
compensation.  It is used to focus the SAS image by accurately measuring the displacement in the image.  This 
method correlates two signals from consecutive pings from overlapping receivers to estimate the time delay.   The 
equivalent phase center assumption of the transmit receiver pair is the midpoint between both the transmitter and 
receiver.  Figure 2.3 shows the configuration for a DPCA system for an eighteen receiver array moving along the 
vehicle trajectory Y for two consecutive transmit receive cycles[Cook 2007 ] [Bonifant 1999]. 
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Figure 2.3 DPCA : (xo, yo) is a patch on the seafloor, ∆rx is the distance between transmitter and receiver, Rtx1 is the 
range from the transmitter to the patch on the seafloor, Rrx1 is the range from the patch on the seafloor to the 
receiver, Repc  is the equivalent phase center between the transmitter and the receiver, Rtx2 is the range from the 
transmitter to the patch on the seafloor for the second ping, and Rrx2 is the range from the patch on the seafloor to the 
receiver for the second ping.   
Range Rtx from transmitter to the patch on the seafloor is   
 I]  	
1(
(  			 (2.10) 
(xo, yo) is a patch on the seafloor, and the transmitter is located at the along track position u.   Range Rrxs from target 
to receiver for a stationary vehicle is 
 I  	1(
(    ∆		 (2.11) 
∆rx is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.  Range Rrx from the patch on the seafloor (xo, yo), to the 
receiver with the vehicle moving at velocity v is 
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 I  	1(
(    ∆  		 (2.12) 
vτ is the range the vehicle traveled from the time of the ping to the time of receipt.  Range Repc for the equivalent 
phase center is 
 I0  V	1((    R2 		 (2.13) 
Range error ∆R for the equivalent phase center is 
 
∆I = I] + I − 2I0 (2.14) 
Phase difference φe caused by range difference is 
 ~ = \∆ (2.15) 
k is the wavenumber (k = ω/c), and ∆R is the range error. 
 ∆I = 	1(+
( − 		 + 	1(+
( −  − ∆		 − 2V	1(+( −  − R2 		            (2.16) 
Using a Taylor series expansion for square roots, neglecting the higher order terms and keeping only the second 
order terms the range can be simplified to  
 ∆I ≈ ∆41( (2.17) 
The equivalent time delay is  
 0 = ∆
41(  (2.18) 
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Ideally the advance per ping should be set to be an integer number of phase center spacings that is less than the total 
number of receivers in the SAS array to have equivalent phase center pairs.  The velocity of the vehicle v should be   
  =  −2  	7	 × 	=3	;H (2.19) 
N is the number of receivers in the array, M is the number of overlapping receivers, and D is the distance between 
receivers (see Figure 2.3).   The phase center of the second ping will be displaced by the amount  ∆  from the first 
ping 
 <2
 → <2¡X  − 2∆  (2.20) 
The expectation E[] of the cross-correlation Rn,n+1 of the received signal from the first ping Sn (t), and the second 
ping Sn+1 (t-k), (k=n-m) is 
 I2,2¡X
/ = ¢ £¤<2
 <2¡X¥ 
 − /¦ (2.21) 
The complex reflectivity distribution is a zero mean, spatially white, complex Gaussian random function, therefore 
the cross correlation results in a Dirac delta function. 
 I2,2¡X
/ = ¢ §¤<2
 <2¥  − / + 2∆ ¨ = © §/ − 2∆ ¨ (2.22)  
In Figure 2.3 the AUV is traveling at a velocity v, receivers 1 through 3 from the first ping align with receivers 16 
through 18 for the second ping.   The three overlapping phase center pairs provide a good estimate of the AUV’s 
motion.  The non-overlapping receivers are used for imaging.  The time delay ∆τ between the first ping (p), and 
second ping (p+1), for hydrophone n (1,2,3) and m (16,17,18) is 
 ∆ = 0¡X − 02 (2.23) 
The time delay for hydrophone n is 
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 02 = 1 ª«I]¬0­« + «I2 ¬0 + 02­«® (2.24) 
Rtx is the range from the transmitter to the patch on the seafloor (x0, y0), Rrx is the range from the patch on the 
seafloor (x0, y0) to the receiver, and c is the speed of sound in the water.  The range of the transmit signal is 
expanded to include the position on the patch of the seafloor, vehicle position, and vehicle rotation. 
 I]¬0­ = <¬0­ − ¯¬0­ − Φ¬0­9] (2.25) 
S(tp) is the range to the position of the patch of seafloor,  X(tp) is the vehicle position, and Φ(tp) is the rotational matrix, 
and dtx is the distance from the body center of mass to the transmitter.  Similarly to Eq. (2.25) the range for the 
received signal is expanded to include the rotation matrix. 
 I2 ¬0 + 02­ = <¬0 + 02­ − ¯¬0 + 02­ − Φ¬0 + 02­92  (2.26) 
S(tp+τpn) is the range to the position of the patch of seafloor, X(tp+τpn) is the vehicle position at receipt of the signal and 
Φ(tp+τp
n
) is the rotational matrix at the time of receipt, and  drx is the distance from the body center of mass to the 
receiver.  The total time delay from transmit to receipt is 
 02 = 1 ª«< − ¯¬0­ − Φ¬0­9]« + «< − ¯¬0 + 02­ − Φ¬0 + 02­92 «® (2.27) 
Similarly for the second ping and second set of hydrophones the delay is 
 0¡X = 1 ª«I]¬0¡X­« + «I ¬0¡X + 0¡X ­«® (2.28) 
Rtx is the range from the vehicle to the patch on the seafloor (x0, y0), Rrx is the range from the patch on the seafloor 
(x0, y0) to the receiver after the second ping, and c is the speed of sound in water.  Including the vehicle rotation Eq. 
(2.28) becomes 
 0¡X = 1 ª«< − ¯¬0¡X­ − Φ¬0¡X­9]« + «< − ¯¬0¡X + 0¡X ­ − Φ¬0¡X + 0¡X ­9 «® (2.29) 
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S is the range to the position of the patch of seafloor, X is the position of the vehicle center of mass, Φ(t) is the 
vehicle rotational matrix, dtx is the distance from the vehicle center to transmitter, and drxn is the distance from the 
vehicle center to the nth hydrophone.  The position of the vehicle in the external coordinate system is  
 ¯¬0+02­ ≈ ¯¬0­ + 02¬0­ (2.30) 
X is the vehicle center of mass, τ is the time between pings, and v(tp) is the velocity of the vehicle.  The rotation of 
the vehicle from time of transmission to time of reception can be factored into two subsequent rotations. 
 Φ¬0+02­ = Ψ¬02­Φ¬0­ (2.31) 
Ψ(τp
n
)  is the rotation during flight, and Φ(tp) is the rotation at the time of transmission.  The Taylor expansion of Eq. 
(2.31) is 
 Φ¬002­ ≈ Φ¬0­02 ∂∂t Ψ¬0­Φ¬0­ (2.32) 
Since ]  is equivalent to  {]  Eq. (2.32) becomes 
 Φ¬002­ ≈ Φ¬0­02 ∂∂t Φ¬02­Φ¬0­ (2.33) 
Substituting Eq. (2.33) into Eq. (2.25) and Eq. (2.26) yields a range of 
 02  ª«<  ¯¬0­  Φ¬0­9]«  «<  ¯¬0­  02¬0­  ¬Φ¬0­92  02.¬0­ × Φ¬0­92 ­«® (2.34) 
 0¡X  ª«<  ¯¬0¡X­  Φ¬0¡X­9]« «<  ¯¬0¡X­  0¡X ¬0¡X­  ¬Φ¬0¡X­9  0.¬0¡X­ × Φ¬0¡X­9 ­«® (2.35) 
The linear and angular velocity change is insignificant between the two pings.  The above equations can be 
simplified to the linear translation 
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 ¯¬0¡X­ ≈ ¯¬0­  ∆¬0­ (2.36) 
 ¯¬0¡X0¡X ­ ≈ ¯¬0­  ¬∆0¡X ­¬0­ (2.37) 
 and the rotational translation is 
 Φ¬0¡X­ ≈ Φ¬0­  ∆.¬0­ × Φ¬0­ (2.38) 
 Φ¬0¡X0¡X ­ ≈ Φ¬0­  ¬∆0¡X ­.¬0­ × Φ¬0­ (2.39) 
The range for the observed time delay for the Redundant Phase Center Pair is  
 ∆  
0¡X  02 (2.40) 
 ∆  ª«<  ±¯¬0­  ∆¬0­²  ±Φ¬0­9]  ∆.¬0­ × Φ¬0­9]²« «<  ¯¬0­  Φ¬0­9]« «<  ±¯¬0­  ¬∆  0¡X ­¬0­² ±Φ¬0­9  ¬∆  ³­.¬0­ × Φ¬0­9 ²« «<  ±¯¬0­  02¬0­² ±Φ¬0­92  02.¬0­ × Φ¬0­92 ²«®		 
(2.41) 
Time delay for the vehicle motion is  
 ∆  1 ªI]¬0¡X­  I]¬0­  I¬0¡X  0¡X ­  I¬0  02­® (2.42) 
2.4 Autofocus 
Autofocusing techniques fine tune the image by correcting for uncompensated motion errors and variations in the 
medium.  There are two classes of autofocusing, one relying on space unstationarity of the backscattered strength 
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(scatter) and the second using the backscattering space modulation caused by the transmit directivity pattern 
(directivity) [Billion & Pinto 1995].  Autofocus techniques currently in practice are phase center antenna (PCA), 
phase gradient algorithm (PGA) [Hawkins 1996] [Gough & Lane 1998] [Callow et al. 2001] [Callow et al. 2003], 
Shear Averaging [Callow et al. 2001], contrast optimization [Griffith 1993] [Gough 1998] [Banks 2000] [Silva et al. 
2009], Map drift [Gough 2003] [Hansen et al. 2005] and multilook image registration [Griffith 1997].   Autofocus is 
sometimes performed separate from or after the interferometry.  The Stripmap Phase Gradient Autofocus (SPGA) is 
presented here for completeness. 
2.4.1 Stripmap Phase Gradient Autofocus Algorithm SPGA 
The phase gradient algorithm PGA is based on the assumption that the phase error function is constant in the range 
dimension and has the same effect on each scatterer [Hayes et al. 2003].   The motion affected pulse compressed 
data is 
 AA´
,   ℳ
AA
, ; ¯
	 (2.43) 
Where X(u) is the unknown position error as a function of the along track position, u, t is time delay of the range.  M 
is the motion induced transformation.  The goal is to estimate X(u) from 	AA·
,  and recover ss (t,u), the 
basebanded received signal in the temporal-spatial domain.  The proposed autofocus algorithm operates on regions 
of the distorted reconstructed image. 
 ¸¹¸
1,   ºAA»
, 	 (2.44) 
A  is an operator that represents the azimuth compression performed by the image reconstruction algorithm (see 
chapter 3).   The pulse compressed signal may be described using a two dimensional convolution of the target 
distribution with a range variant point spread function. 
 <A»¹ 
.» ,   |»
.»| ¼ ¸¸
1X, X 
¯
  1X,   X , .	\½
¾
¿qk¡
¿Àqk		91X9X (2.45) 
Pb is the basebanded transmit pulse, ff  is the reflectivity of the patch of seafloor at point (x1,y1),  H  is the point 
spread function, where the point spread function is the squared free space of the three-dimensional Green’s function 
weighted by the beam pattern. 
 
¯
  1X,   X, .  	\½
¾
¿k¡
¿Àqk		4@
¯
  1  
  X × Á .
  X7À½
¯
  1  
  X (2.46) 
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Ignoring elevation and assuming a three-dimensional point scatterer from the target and using the stop and hop 
method.  Assume the sway is small compared to the across-track target position the point spread function can be 
approximated. 
 
¯
  1X,   X, . ≈ 	\¾
¿ q	½q	k¡
¿Àqk	 × 
1X,   X, .	 (2.47) 
Let θ be the angle from the sonar to the target at (x1, y1) 
 }AB
  1X	½1X	  
  X (2.48) 
Point spread function becomes 
 
¯
,   X, . ≈ 	\¾
¿Â
¿	
1X,   X, .	 (2.49) 
The pulse compressed echo with motion X(u) can be written as  
 <A»¹ 
.» ,  ≈ <A»
.» , 	\¾
¿		 (2.50) 
X(u) =X  in the presence of a small constant sonar sway.  The image is displaced in range when there is a small 
constant linear sway.  X(u) = σu for a very small linear sway gradients σ and large offsets x0.  It can be approximated 
by an along-track shear in the along-track direction.    
 ¸¸
1,  ≈ ¸¸
1  Ã,   Ã1 (2.51) 
The effects of a linear sway in the spatial frequency domain appears as a rotation.  It is found by taking a two-
dimensional FFT of Eq. (2.51). 
 GG¹ ¬/, /À­ ≈ GG¬/  Ã/À , /À  Ã/­ (2.52) 
The FFT of the pulse compressed echo data is 
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 <A¹
.,  ≈ d <A¹
, 	\Ä]		9 (2.53) 
Corrected for the known sway X(u) is 
 <A¹
.» ,  ≈ <A¹
., 	\¾
¿		 (2.54) 
Reconstruct the image ff(x,y) from the above equation using the wavenumber algorithm.  Find a prominent point in 
ff(x,y) and its coordinates (xm,ym).  Create masks Wm centered on (xm,ym). 
 Å
1,   ; 1  1Å  ; h  ÅÀ i (2.55) 
Form images containing regions of interest  
 ¸ ¸¹ 
1,   Å
1, ¸¹¸
1,  (2.56) 
The two-dimensional FFT is 
 GG¹ ¬/, /À­  ¸ ¸¹ 
1,  (2.57) 
Determine the average along-track spatial energy density 
 Æ¬/À­  d«GG¹ ¬/ , /À­« 9/ (2.58) 
Calculate the centroid of the along-track spatial energy density spectrum allowing for circular wrapping using. 
 Δ/À  /ÀÈ@ 	hHA¼« ¸¹¬/ , /À­« 9/ 	× 
ÉÊÊËÌ9/À (2.59) 
Estimate the local linear sway gradient 
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 Ã  Δ/À2/(  (2.60) 
Estimate the true target position (x’m , y’m). 
 1′ = 1 (2.61) 
 ′ =  − Ã1 (2.62) 
Phase correct the spatial spectrum to account for the estimated target position 
 GG¹ ′¬/, /À­ = GG¹¬/ , /À­\
ÎËË\
ÀÎËÀË (2.63) 
Apply the wavenumber transform to form 
 Ï
/,  = GG¹ /  − 1 , / (2.64) 
Calculate the complex error gradient using a sheared product 
 
/ ,  = Ï
/ ,  + ΔÏ¥ 
/,  (2.65) 
Average the phase error gradients with an amplitude weighting using 
 Δ~
 = ℎHA{Ψ
u} (2.66) 
 Ψ
 = d ¤ 
/ , 9/ÒX  (2.67) 
Integrate the average phase error gradient 
 ~
 = ~
 − Δ + Δ~
 − Δ	 (2.68) 
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Scale the phase error estimate by the wavelength of the center frequency and estimate the residual sway 
 Ó¯Ô 
 = ~
2/(  (2.69) 
Iterate algorithm until the residual sway is smaller than a given threshold.  The total estimated sway is the sum of the 
estimated residual sways from each iteration. 
 Õ¯
 =¤ Ó¯Ô 
\ÒX  (2.70) 
 
Figure 2.4 Image of a point target with no linear sway: (a) magnitude of pulse compressed target ss(t,u), (b) 
magnitude of SAS image  ¸¹¸
1, ,	(c) real part of spatial fourier transform 	GG¹ 
 ¸, À¸ [Hayes et al. 2003]. 
 
Figure 2.5 Image of a point target with a linear sway (X(y)=0.05y): (a) magnitude of pulse compressed signal  
ss(t,u), (b) magnitude of SAS image  ¸¹¸
1, ,	(c) real part of spatial fourier transform 	GG¹ 
 ¸, À¸ [Hayes et al.  
2003]. 
A new widebeam multiple receiver motion compensation method developed by Callow takes advantage of the 
direction of arrival information [Callow et al. 2009].  The received echo in the time domain is 
 
, , Ã ≈ ¼ ¸¸
1, 
 − Δt
4@½1 + 
 −  +½1 + 
 + Ã −  919 (2.71) 
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ff (x,y) is the image of the scene, p(t) is the transmit pulse, σ is the along track receiver offset, (x, y) is the target 
position.  The time delay is  
 Δt = 1c ½1 + 
 −  +½1 + 
 + Ã −  (2.72) 
Apply the Phase Center Approximation (PCA) 
 

, , Ã ≈ ¼¸¸
1,  h −
2c 1 + L + Ã2 − Oi

4@1 + L + Ã2 − O 919 
(2.73) 
PCA with position error is 
 · 
, , Ã ≈ ¼ ¸¸
1, 
 − Δt
4@1 + L + Ã2 − O 919 (2.74) 
The change in time delay due to position error is 
 Δt = 2c V
Δx
u − x + L + Ã2 − O (2.75) 
Simplify Eq. (2.74) by using Eq. (2.73) and the binomial expansion becomes 
 · 
, , Ã ≈  h − 2c Δx
u h2x + Δx
u2r( i , u, Ãi (2.76) 
The range to the center of the scene is  
 r( = V
Δx
u − x + L + Ã2 − O (2.77) 
The equation simplifies to  
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 · 
, , Ã ≈   − 2c Δx
u cos θ , u, Ã (2.78) 
θ is the target angle for the co-located transducer.  Assume the system is narrowband,  Eq. (2.76) can be 
approximated as 
 · 
, , Ã ≈ ¼ ¸¸
1, 
 − Δt
4@1 + L + Ã2 − O 919 (2.79) 
The time delay is  
 Δt = 2c ÖVx + L + Ã2 − O − Δx
u× (2.80) 
Eq.(2.80)  allows for the sway to be treated as a time shift. 
 · 
, , Ã ≈   − 2c Δx
u, u, Ã (2.81) 
The sway error per ping is  
 ΔxØ ≡ Δx¬uØ­ (2.82) 
The cross-track error is  
 ϵ = 2ΔxØ
1 − cos θ (2.83) 
The improved motion compensation algorithm is 
 ¢¬., /Û , uØ­ ≈ ¼
, , Ã\
Ä]¡ÜÛ 99Ã (2.84) 
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 /Û = /A=3θÛ  (2.85) 
The widebeam compensation for the displacement is 
 ¢¬., /Û , uØ­ = ¢¬., /Û , uØ­\ÝÞßhkÜki (2.86) 
The phase center approximation is 
 ¢¢
., /Û , /¿ = ¢¢¹ 
., /Û , /¿\ÝÞßhkXMÊki (2.87) 
 ¢¬., Ã, uØ­ = ¢¹¬., Ã, uØ­\ÝÞß (2.88) 
The yaw compensation is 
 · 
, , Ã ≈ ¼ ¸¸
1, 
 − Δt
4@1 + L + Ã2 − O 919 (2.89) 
The time delay for yaw is 
 Δt = 2c × VLx − Ã2 A=3Φ
uO + Lu + Ã2 }AΦ
u − yO (2.90) 
2.5 Doppler Shift 
Doppler shift is an apparent shift in the frequency of a signal due to the movement of the vehicle.  For a moving 
source the wavelength is 
 6 =  − ¸  (2.91) 
c is the speed of sound,  fs is the frequency of the source and vs is the velocity of the source.   The frequency at the 
receiver fr from a source moving in the positive direction  
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 ¸ = ¸
 − 
 −   (2.92) 
The frequency at the receiver fr  for the bistatic case is   
 ¸ = ¸
 + ( cos B − (}AB  (2.93) 
fs is the frequency at the source, c is the speed of sound in water, v0 is the speed of the vehicle,  θs is the direction of 
arrival from the source and θr is the direction of arrival from the receiver.   
 
Figure 2.6 Doppler Shift for the bistatic case (moving vehicle or source and receiver not co-located). 
A moving sea surface with velocity ||}Aá will impart a Doppler shift in the received frequency.   
 ©¸ = (¸ 2|(| }Aá (2.94) 
f0 is the frequency of the source, γ is the direction of the receiver relative to the source and the current, vo is the 
speed of the current and c is the speed of sound of the water.  
Summary  
In this chapter, I presented the six degrees of freedom for an AUV, DPCA for coarse and SPGA for fine motion 
compensation for InSAS systems, and the Doppler shift in frequency for a moving vehicle.    
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Chapter 3  Sonar Signal Processing 
3.1 Synthetic Aperture Sonar Signal Processing 
A synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) system mounted on an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) traverses a path in 
the along-track or cross-range direction y (slow-time), transmitting a pulse at position u (on the y-axis) that 
ensonifies an area (Xs,Ys) of the seafloor.   The amplitude and phase of the backscattered acoustic plane wave in the 
cross-track or along-range direction x received at the SAS is processed to produce an image of the seafloor.  This 
chapter presents the sonar signal processing techniques required to produce the stripmap SAS image of the seafloor 
from a reflected acoustic plane wave.   
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Stripmap synthetic aperture imaging geometry.  Xs is the swath length, Ys is the swath width of the 
ensonified area (Xs Ys) of the seafloor, H is the height (altitude) of the vehicle above the seafloor, ς is the tilt angle, 
θ is the beamwidth, β is the grazing angle, and ff(x,y) is the reflectivity of the scene.   
3.1.1  Range Resolution  
The transmitted pulse passes through the ocean medium as an acoustic pressure wave ensonifying a patch of the 
seafloor whose cross-track (along-range or fast-time) range is  
 ¯ = 2Áâ}A	Æ = 2ÁâA=3	ã (3.1) 
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c is the speed of sound, Bw is the bandwidth, β is the grazing angle, or alternately the sine of  the tilt angle ς.   It is 
divided by two to account for the return trip.   The width (azimuth-range) of the ensonified patch of the seafloor is 
 ä = IBåæ = I 6çÈ (3.2) 
R is the range, θ3dB is the azimuth of the half power point on the main axis of the beam θ3dB = -3dB, λ is the 
wavelength of the center frequency of the transmit signal, and Lsa is the length of the synthetic aperture.  Therefore, 
the area of the ensonified patch of the seafloor is  
 ¯ä = I	 6çÈ 2Áâ}A	Æ (3.3) 
Cross-track (range) and along-track resolution are estimated at the half power (θ3dB = -3dB) point on the main axis 
of the beam.  
 IH3	IA}è=}3 = © = éâ 2 = éâ 2Áâ}A	Æ (3.4) 
αw is a weighting constant often referred to as windowing or shading (see appendix A2), c is the speed of sound, τ is 
the pulse length, Bw is the bandwidth of the signal,  and β is the grazing angle. 
 êè}3	ë;H/	IA}è=}3  ©À  I 62çÈ = I62I67 	≈
72  (3.5) 
R is the range, Lsa is the length of the synthetic aperture, λ is the wavelength of the center frequency of the transmit 
signal, and D is the length of the real aperture.  Synthetic aperture offers an along-track resolution independent of 
range.  The backscattered strength for the ensonified patch is the reflectivity of the seafloor.  It is complex with a 
magnitude and phase.   
 ¸¸
1,  = |¸¸
1, |\{{Ê (3.6) 
3.1.2 Frequency Sample 
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Since the maximum spatial frequency based on the Nyquist frequency for a propagating wave is 2/Lsa ,  The 
sampling frequency should be sampled finer than half a wavelength çÈ/2 preferably çÈ/3.  However, Hawkins has 
found that sampling at çÈ/4 significantly reduces any residual artifacts or aliasing and some researcher suggest çÈ/8.  This constrains the velocity of the vehicle to 
 +È = 74¯A (3.7) 
c is the speed of sound, D is the aperture, and Xs is the ensonified cross-track length. 
3.2 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)   
In SAS processing there are four domains to transform into Spatial-Temporal, Temporal-frequency, Range-Doppler, 
and Wavenumber.  In this section, the notation will be lowercase time domain, and uppercase either the frequency or 
spatial domain, which will be indicated in the following set of parenthesis [Bracewell 2000].  An FFT in the cross -
track direction performed on a signal in the temporal spatial domain  xx(t,u) transforms the signal to the temporal-
frequency spatial domain Xx(ω,u).   
 FFT Frequency domain 
 ¯1
.,  = d 11
, ìì \Ä]9 (3.8) 
To transform the signal back to the temporal domain perform an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform  (IFFT).  
IFFT back to the temporal domain 
 11
,  = 12@d ¯1
., ìì \Ä]9. (3.9) 
An FFT performed on the along-track direction transforms the image into the range-Doppler domain, which is used 
in the range-Doppler image formation. 
FFT Spatial domain  
 1¯¬, /À­ = d 11
, ìì \ÊÀ9 (3.10) 
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IFFT back to the temporal domain 
 11
,  = d 1¯¬, /À­ìì \ÊÀ9 (3.11) 
 A two dimensional FFT transforms the data into the temporal-frequency, spatial-wavenumber domain  XX(ω,ku)  
This transform is used in the wavenumber and chirp-scaling methods for SAS image processing.   
 ¯¯
., /¿ = dd 11
, ìì \Ä]\Mkík\í¿99 (3.12) 
This integral can be solved using the principle of stationary phase (see appendix 6 for details). 
3.2.1 Principle of Stationary Phase  
Developed by A. Papoulis for optics in 1968 the Principle of Stationary Phase can be used to approximate the above 
integral.  Its premise is based on the fact that the amplitude is smooth and slow varying compared to the rapid 
oscillatory nature of the phase.  In the integral the positive and negative fluctuations of the phase cancel each other 
and the points where the derivative of the phase are zero (stationary) survive.   The approximation to the integral in 
the general form is  
 d(
\{
¿¿ 9 ≈ V− 2@~ÎÎ
∗	\ÉM 	(
∗\{
¿∗ = êX\
í (3.13) 
g0 (u)eiφ(u) is a function with magnitude and phase at a single point u, φ is the phase, φ’’ is the second derivative of 
the phase at u* , u* is the stationary point, A1 is the complex constant, and ψ(ku) is the phase in the spatial-domain.  
When the stationary point is single valued 
 ~Î
∗  0 (3.14) 
The complex constant is 
 êX  V 2@~ÎÎ
∗ (3.15) 
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The general form of the principle of stationary phase is 
 d(
\{
¿¿ 9 = V =2@~ÎÎ
∗	 	(
∗\{
¿∗ (3.16) 
A Single point target in four domains is shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.2 Single basebanded point target in the four domains. (a) temporal spatial, (b)frequency spatial, (c) image 
and spatial frequency, (d) range frequency and spatial frequency. 
3.3 Transmit Chirp Signal  
The transmit pulse for SAS systems vary with application, however the linear frequency modulated (LFM) chirp is 
common to the SAS systems presented in this dissertation.  LFM chirps allows for a full bandwidth signal to be 
projected into the water column with greater overall energy.  The LFM chirp can also take advantage of the 
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frequency content of the target of interest.  The chirp pulse is a phase modulated signal.   The standard form of the 
pressure pm(t) (m = modulated) for a LFM chirp is 
 
 = ;   \É³ï]¡\Éæïðï]k = ;   \Äï]¡\Éñï]k (3.17) 
τc is the pulse length, fc is the center frequency of the bandwidth, ωc is the angular center frequency of the band,  Bc 
is the chirp bandwidth , and Kc is the chirp rate (Hz/s) of the transmit pulse (acceleration through the bandwidth), not 
to be confused with the pulse repetition frequency (PRF). 
 	ò = Á  (3.18) 
The instantaneous frequency of the transmit pulse is obtained by taking the first derivative of the phase. 
 
9~9 = 99 
. + @ò = . + 2@ò (3.19) 
Transform the time domain signal into the frequency domain using the temporal frequency domain FFT 
 
. = d ;   \Äï]¡\Éñï]kìì \Ä]9 (3.20) 
Simplified by using the principle of stationary phase, where the phase of the Fourier transformed signal is  
 ~
 = . + @ò − . (3.21) 
The approximate form of the Fourier transform of the modulated waveform is  
 
. ≈ ; . − .2@Á V =ò \
ÄÄï
kMÉñï
 
(3.22) 
Transmit pulse for this dissertation is a LFM Chirp centered at 175 kHz with a 30kHz bandwidth  
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 Figure 3.3 The transmit linear frequency modulated chirp signal: (a) time domain, (b) frequency domain, (c) 
spectrogram.  
To optimize the array for the wideband chirp signal it is best to separate the signal into frequency bands by passing 
the signal through filter banks.  Each band is then passed to an independent adaptive broadband beamfromer.   
3.4 Windowing 
Window functions are essential to signal processing.  They are used in spectral analysis, filter design and 
beamforming.  Windowing constrains a signal to an interval by zeroing the signal outside the interval.  Windowing 
is accomplished by multiplying a set of weights Wk with an input signal Xk.   
 < = ¤Å2¯2
 + óX2Ò(  (3.23) 
The weighting process is often referred to as tapering because the beam pattern is reduced at the ends, or shading 
because outside of the beam pattern has less energy or apodizing because it changes the shape (see appendix 2 for 
common windows used in SAS signal processing).   
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3.5 Filtering 
Standard InSAS filtering techniques used to denoise the data are mean, median, and adaptive vector filtering.  A 
comparison and analysis of these techniques has shown that adaptive vector filtering performed the best [Qing et al. 
2004] [Ouarzeddin et al. 2005].  By measuring the average coherence between echoes at each range-bin, it is 
possible to accurately estimate the variance of each phase estimate, and weight accordingly.  This is known as a 
weighted phase difference estimation (WPDE).  This coherence weighting shows improved performance over other 
standard methods [Fortune 2005].  Wavelets have been used to denoise the data with fairly good results [Braunisch 
et al. 2000] [Llort-Pujol et al. 2006] [Sintes et al. 2006].  In some cases post processing filters are applied to the 
bathymetric map using signal to noise ratio (SNR) as a filter in weighted smoothing, weighted bilateral filtering or 
weighted median filtering.  A comparison revealed the weighted bilateral filtering performed the best in denoising 
the data without destroying the edges of objects [Saebo et al. 2009].  
3.6 Beamforming 
3.6.1 Delay and Sum 
The most basic method of beamforming is commonly referred to as conventional beamforming and more 
specifically delay and sum beamforming [Urick 1983].   Delay and Sum Beamforming is the summing of the 
independent receivers of an array to form a beam pattern.  It is the interference of the plane wave from the individual 
receivers that give the beam pattern its shape (see chapter 1).  First consider an acoustic plane wave.  
  = (\
Ä]ô	 (3.24) 
P is the pressure, ω is the radian frequency, t is time, k is the wavenumber, and rn  is the range to the target from the 
n
th
 receiver.   The phase of the plane wave is  
 ~2 = . − /;2 (3.25) 
The phase change between receivers of a uniformly spaced linear array (ULA) is referred to as the phase delay  
 Δ~2 = /Δ;2 = 2@ 96 A=3B (3.26) 
k is the wavenumber, ∆rn is the change in range for the nth receiver, d is the distance between receivers, λ is the 
wavelength of the signal, and θ is the arrival angle of the acoustic plane wave.  The output voltage of the nth receiver 
with voltage response Rn is  
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 +2 = I2\2{ (3.27) 
The output voltage for the whole array will be the sum of all the receivers. 
 + = ¤I2\
Ä]2{22ÒX  (3.28) 
 + = ¬I( + IX\
{…+ I2\
2{­\
Ä] (3.29) 
Assume a uniform response where all Rn’s are equal, so the R’s can be dropped.  Set the temporal component e-iωt 
aside for now.  The voltage response for the array is in the form of a Maclaurin series and can be approximated as  
 + = \
2{ − 1\
{ − 1 \
Ä] ≈ sin	L
3~2 Osin	L~2O  (3.30) 
Square the voltage and normalize by the number of receivers to obtain the beam pattern. 
 ö
B = +3 = Ösin L3	@
96 A=3BOn	sin L@ 96 A=3BO×

 
(3.31) 
It is obvious that the beam pattern is in the form of a sinc function (see chapter 1).  Similarly, the beam pattern for a 
two-dimensional array is 
 ö
B =  +÷3 = øsin	L3	@
96 A=3BO3	sin	L@ 96 A=3BOù ú
sin	÷@ 9À6 }ABA=3û÷	sin	@ 9À6 }ABA=3ûü (3.32) 
Increasing the distance between receivers results in a wider beam pattern.  Decreasing the distance between 
receivers results in spatial aliasing and sidelobes.   Increasing the number of receivers will make the beam width 
narrower.  Hence, the reason for the development of a synthetic aperture sonar array with a large number of virtual 
receivers.   When the receivers of the array are close together the array becomes a continuous line array and the 
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voltages can be integrated over the length of the aperture instead of summed.  Let R/D be the response per unit 
length dv, for the aperture distance D. 
 9+ = I7 \LÉý\2O91 (3.33) 
 + = I7d \Éþý\29

 = I=2@ 76 A=3B §\LÉ
ý\2O − \LÉý\2O¨ (3.34) 
Using Euler’s identity and the sinc function as before the voltage response for a continuous array is 
 + = I A=3 L@ 76 A=3BO@ 76 A=3B = I	A=3 
76 A=3B (3.35) 
The beam pattern is 
 ö
B = +I = 	 §A=3 76 A=3B¨ (3.36) 
The wavenumber bandwidth is  
 Á = 2@7  (3.37) 
The ½ power point on the main axis of the beam θ3dB = -3dB.  
 Båæ = éâ 2@/7 = 67 (3.38) 
The beam pattern has a main lobe along the x-axis and the smaller lobes are referred to as side lobes. 
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Figure  3.4 The radiation pattern of the transmitted waveform:  The radiation pattern of the transmitted waveform: 
it(v) is the intensity, D is the aperture length, dv is the increment of the aperture,  and θ is the direction to the point of 
measurement (x, y) [Gough & Hawkins 96].   
3.6.2 Beam Steering 
The main beam of the beam pattern is located at the center of the array extending out perpendicular to the array.  
The beam angle will be referred to as θ and it is optimized at θ = 0°, which is perpendicular to the array.  The beam 
can be pointed in other directions by adding time delays to the transducer elements.  This technique is known as 
beam steering.  Steering the beam away from broadside (squinting) distorts the beam pattern with maximum 
distortion occurring at endfire θ =  +  90°.  Not to be confused with the tilt angle, the mechanical angle at which the 
SAS array is pointed to the seafloor.  Beam pattern of a one-dimensional array with steering angle θ0 is 
 
ö
B = +3 = 
 A=3 h3@96 
A=3	B − A=3B(i3	A=3 h@96 
A=3	B − A=3B(i	

 
(3.39) 
The beam pattern of a two-dimensional array with steering angle is 
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
 A=3 h3@96 
A=3	B − A=3B(i3	A=3 h@96 
A=3	B − A=3B(i	


 A=3 h÷@9À6 
}ABA=3~ − }AB(A=3~(i÷	A=3 h@9À6 
}ABA=3~ − }AB(A=3~(i	

 
(3.40) 
3.6.3 Array Theory 
Consider Figure 3.4 the signal received at a point (x,y) from a radiating aperture of length D where dv is the 
increment of the aperture.  The acoustic response of the array also referred to as the aperture function is 
 ℎ	
1, ,  ≈ d =]
½1 + 
 − // 
9 (3.41) 
Pm(t) is the transmit pulse, and it(v) is the intensity.  A Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) is used to transfer the aperture 
function into the frequency domain  
 ℎ	
1, ,  ≈ d d =]
½1 + 
 − // 
\Ä]99 (3.42) 
Thus, given the beam pattern function  
 	
1, , . ≈ 
.d =]
 \½k¡
Àþk½1 + 
 − // 	9 (3.43) 
It is necessary to reference everything to the center of the real aperture by transforming the range into k space, where 
kv is the Doppler wavenumber.  The mapping from domain (ω, v) to the (kx, ky) is non-linear.   
 d\½k¡
Àþk\þ9 ≈ @1=/ \Mkík\À = êX\
 (3.44) 
Transform the spatial domain v into k space and using the principle of stationary phase to solve the above integral 
(see appendix 3).  The wavenumber kx and  ky is   
 /
., /þ = ½4/ − /þ									/À
., /þ = /þ (3.45) 
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The distance between wavenumbers is 2k. 
 				/þ = 2/	A=3B = 2/½1 +  										2/ = 	/ + /À		 (3.46) 
The aspect angle θ from the center of the array to position (x, y) is.	 
 						B = A=3X h ½1 + i 									B = H3X h
 − 1 i							 (3.47) 
 	
1, , . ≈ 
.d =	
 × d \¬kk­\
Àþ½/ − /þ


/
/ 	9/þ9 (3.48) 
 	
1, , . = 
.d 
d =	
\þ9//  × 
\¬kk­\À
½/ − /þ 	9/þ  (3.49) 
 	
1, , . = 
.d 	
/þ \¬kk­\
À½/ − /þ

 	9/þ (3.50) 
The IT(kv) is the amplitude and phase of the illumination function.  The amplitude pattern scales to the spatial 
domain as   
 	
/þ = d ê	
/þ\	{9/þìì  (3.51) 
 	
1, , . ≈ 
.d ê	
/þ 	
\¬kk­\
À
½/ − /þ 	9/þ (3.52) 
The amplitude pattern scales from the kv wavenumber domain to the spatial domain.  
 ê]
, 1, , . = ê	
/þ (3.53) 
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The amplitude pattern is the sinc function as illustrated in Figure 3.4. 
 ê	
/þ 	= A=3 /þ72@ 							ê	
1, ,. = A=3 /7A=3B2@  (3.54) 
Take the IFFT to obtain the impulse response of the aperture. 
 H
1, ,  = dê]
, 1, , .\	Ä]9. (3.55) 
Take the IFFT to obtain the spatial-temporal response of the aperture function 
 ℎ	
1, ,  = 1½1 +  
H	
1, , © | − ½1 + 
 −   (3.56) 
The last term in Eq. (3.56) is the point spread function (PSF). 
 ©  − 2 ½1( + −1(	 \Äï ½Zk¡¿kZ	 (3.57) 
The point spread function can be interpreted using the quadratic approximation to the range migration locus.  
Similarly based on the principle of reciprocity the sensitivity pattern of the detecting aperture for a target at point 
(x,y) is    
 
1, , . = 
.ê	
1, , . × ê
1, , . \½k¡Àk1 +   (3.58) 
The 2k in the exponent comes from the instantaneous Doppler frequency being twice the rate of a single aperture.  
SAS systems use a time varying gain (TVG) or Automatic Varying Gain (AVG) to compensate for the loss due to 
spherical spreading 1/R2, therefore the denominator can be dropped.  The sensitivity pattern then becomes. 
 
1, , . = 
.ê	
1, , . × ê
1, , .\½k¡Àk  (3.59) 
Take the IFFT to obtain the transmit at and receive ar amplitude response.  The received echo from the seafloor is 
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 
,  ≈ ¼¸¸
1,  hH]
1,  − , H
1,  − ,  ×   − 2 ½1 + 
 − i 919 (3.60) 
 ff(x,y) is the reflectivity of the target and pm is the LFM chirp, u is the position of the vehicle moving in the along-
track direction.  Transform the temporal domain echo into the frequency domain. 
 ¢
.,  ≈ 
.¼¸¸
1,  ê]
1,  − , .ê
1,  − , .\½k¡
À¿k919 (3.61) 
Transform the spatial domain u into k space.  The temporal frequency Doppler wavenumber domain echo from the 
seafloor is 
 ¢¢
., /¿ ≈ 
.ê
/¿¼¸¸
1, @1=/ \Mkík\í
À919 (3.62) 
3.7 Synthetic Aperture Sonar Signal Processing 
Some preliminary signal processing techniques are common to SAS processing.  First step is to zero mean and 
normalize the data by subtracting the mean from the data prior to signal processing and dividing by the number of 
samples.  Zero padding in the time domain provides for ideal interpolation into the frequency domain.  This is 
accomplished by adding zeros at the end of the signal to make it a multiple of powers of two.   It is also necessary to 
account for the propagation loss by compensating the signal in the time domain by the use of a time varying gain 
(TVG) by multiplying the signal by -20log R=1/R2.  The SAS data typically arrives basebanded , pulse compressed 
and transformed into the frequency domain. The steps for basebanding and pulse compression are as follows. 
3.7.1 Basebanding  
The signal is basebanded by removing the carrier frequency.  This technique is also referred to as demodulating the 
signal.   
 »
,  = 
, \ÄZ] (3.63) 
eem is the modulated received echo from the seafloor, ω0 is the center frequency and t is the time.   
Expansion of the received signal  
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 »
,  ≈ ¼¸¸
1,  hH]
1,  − , »  − 2 ½1 + 
 − i \Z½k¡
À¿k 919 (3.64) 
Transform into the temporal-frequency domain then baseband.  The signal becomes 
 ¢»
.» ,  ≈ »
.»¼¸¸
1,  ê
1, 
 − , .» + .(\
Z½k¡
À¿k919 (3.65) 
3.7.2 Pulse Compression 
The dilemma is short pulses are better for range resolution and long pulses are better for signal reception.  Pulse 
compression is a solution that satisfies the dilemma.  Energy content of long duration, low power pulses will be 
comparable to that of the short duration high power pulse.  Pulse compression is a matched filtering technique used 
to enhance the range resolution and signal to noise ratio.   
 AA»
,  ≈ d»
 − ¥»
 −  9 = »
»
,  (3.66) 
pb is the basebanded transmit pulse, and eeb is the basebanded echo.  Pulse compression is accomplished by 
multiplying the outgoing signal by the echo return signal, then transform into the temporal-frequency domain.  The 
Pulse compressed spatial domain expression is 
 <A
.» ,  = |
.|¼¸¸
1,  ê
., 1,  − 	\½k¡
À¿k		919 (3.67) 
The basebanded pulse compressed signal is 
 <A»
.» ,  = |»
.»|¼¸¸
1,  ê
., 1,  − 	\½k¡
À¿k		919 (3.68) 
Solve the integral using the principle of stationary phase (see appendix 3) to obtain the pulse compressed signal 
 <A»
.» ,  ≈ 1½ò( ê
1,  − , .;  .»2@ò(( 	\
Ä¡ÄZ	 (3.69) 
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Along-track convolution causes the target responses in the pulse compressed raw data to spread in the along-track 
direction. 
 AA
, 1( ≈ ¼|H]
1(, , © h − 2 1( +  − 1(i \ZZk¡¿k (3.70) 
Shifting the function to the origin and ignoring the aperture effects gives the PSF necessary for focusing 
 
, , 1( = © j − 2 1( +  − 1(l \ZZk¡¿kZ  (3.71) 
 
, , 1( = © § − 2 ∆I
, 1(¨ \Z∆
¿,Z (3.72) 
The range migration locus of the echoed signal is 
 ∆I
, 1(  1(    1( (3.73) 
                               
 Figure 3.5 The range migration locus of the echoed signal. 
The quadratic approximation to the range migration locus to determine the spatial Doppler bandwidth is 
 
, , 1 ≈ © j  1(l \Z
¿kZ
 
(3.74) 
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The instantaneous Doppler wavenumber is 
 /¿\
  9~9 ≈ 2/(1(  = 2@òÈ	 (3.75) 
The spatial chirp rate disperses the target in the along-track direction 
 òÈ ≈ /(@1(	 (3.76) 
The null-to-null radiation pattern of the aperture has an along-track extend at range  
 ä( ≈ 21( 6(7 = 4@1(/(7 	 (3.77) 
The wavenumber bandwidth of the along-track signal  
 Áí ≈ 2@òÈä( = 8@7 	 (3.78) 
The along-track resolution 
 ©Àåæ = éÄ 2@Á0 = 72  (3.79) 
The across-track resolution is  
 ©åæ = 2Á (3.80) 
The wide bandwidth version of the focusing filter function for a target at range x0 is 
 ÁÁ
., /¿ ≈ V //( \hMkíkiZ  (3.81) 
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3.8 StripmapSAS Image Reconstruction 
The previous sections laid the groundwork for the synthetic aperture image processing techniques presented in this 
section.  The first two techniques presented do not require motion compensation (see chapter two).  They are time-
domain-backprojection and fast-factored-back-projection.  The ω-k and chrip scaling techniques require a priori 
motion compensation.  The backprojection techniques are well suited for research because there are less 
approximations making the image reconstruction more precise.   However, this comes at the expense of 
computational load.  The ω-k and chrip-scaling have faster processing times, at the expense of image degradation.  
These methods are presented here along with range-Doppler that is mostly used in the SAR community along with 
Raney’s range -Doppler that eliminated the need for Stolt mapping.  Raney’s method led to the development of 
chirp-scaling.  The beauty of chrip scaling is that it is phase preserving.   
3.8.1 Time Domain Backprojection 
The backprojection algorithm enables perfect image reconstruction for any trajectory or array configuration along as 
there is a good estimate of the bottom topography.   
Transmit pulse is 
  
  21\  ¬  ­ 

 
(3.82) 
Image of the scene  
 
¸¸¬1\ , ­ 	= ¼AA
, ¥ 
  21\  ¬  ­ 
99 (3.83) 
The time delay for the target at point (i, j)  
 
\
  21\  ¬  ­  (3.84) 
Simplify by substitute Eq. (3.83) into Eq. (3.82) to obtain the image reflectivity 
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 ¸¸¬1\ , ­ 	= ¼AA
, ¥ª  \®99 (3.85) 
Often the data is stored as a pulse compressed basebanded signal in the frequency domain.   Using Parseval’s 
Theorem where the energy in the time domain is equivalent to the energy in the frequency domain.  The received 
signal in Eq. (3.84) can be written as follows. 
 d AA
, ¥ª  \®9  d 	<A»
.» , 	»¥
.»\Ä]
¿		9 (3.86) 
The received signal is then basebanded and transformed into the temporal-frequency spatial domain 
 		<A»
.» , /¿  »¥
.»ê¥
., /¿<A»
.» , /¿	 (3.87) 
The temporal-frequency domain of the scene image is 
 ¸¸¬1\ , ­ 	= d d 	<A»
.» , H¥¬., 1\ ,   ­	»¥
.»\Ä]
¿		9.9À¡æ¬­Àæ¬­
ÄËÌ
ÄËô  (3.88) 
The modulated signal in the time domain is 
 <
	,   	<A»
, »¥
 (3.89) 
The bandwidth is 
 Á\
Ä  1\ tanûå (3.90) 
The backprojection algorithm for the scene is 
 ¸¸¬1\ , ­ 	= d <¬\
	, ­9À¡æ¬­Àæ¬­  (3.91) 
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Time domain backprojection is best suited for algorithm development instead of surveys because it is so 
computationally intensive.  This led to the development of approximations to the beamforming techniques to reduce 
the computational load, so the algorithms could be loaded into a chip on the vehicle and processed in real time.  The 
gain in computational time comes at the expensive of a degraded image.  
3.8.2 Fast-Factorization-Backprojection FFBP& Fast-Polar-Back-Projection FPBP   
This is a recursive partitioning of the backprojection integral.  FFBP is a phase preserving inversion method and is 
therefore suitable for producing interferometric sonar images [Yegulalp 1999]  [Banks & Griffith 2003] [Shippey et 
al. 2005].  Further research by Callow contradicts this claim.  He states, the approximation causes image artifacts 
and incorrect height in interferometry.  Interferometry has shown to be more sensitive to FFBP approximation error 
than wavenumber domain imagery due to its phase sensitivity [Callow et al. 2006].  Its usefulness is in the ability to 
scan a large area in less time than conventional methods with the ability to pick out targets that can be reprocessed at 
a higher resolution. 
The Time Domain signal 
 G(
,   1I \É³ïL] OA=3 hÁâ   2I i (3.92) 
This notation easily lends itself to account for the motion offsets and various array configurations.  Start with 
transforming the signal to the frequency domain and apply a ramp filter to account for the frequency loss at the 
higher frequencies of the band.  This step can be skipped if the assumption of a dispersionless medium is used. 
 GÕ
¸,   G(
, |¸| (3.93) 
The intensity of the image pixel in the discrete form for the pixel location is 
 ¸¸
  ¤ G 2	 |  
|, ÒX 9 (3.94) 
ff(x,y) is the image scene, p is the position vector of the target and q is the position vector of the receiver.  The 
geometry lends itself to simple processing in polar coordinates.  The intensity of the image pixel in the continuous 
form is  
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 ¸¸
  d G 2	 |  
|, ìì 9 (3.95) 
In FFBP the computation is conducted on a pulse by pulse basis allowing for parallel processing of the above 
equation.  The carrier phase is removed by basebanding then the signal is upsampled prior to using the principle of 
stationary phase for integration.  The integration limits are reduced to a fixed angle for each center point pixel θ1 and 
θ2.   
 cos	B ≤ ¬ − 
­
′| − 
| ≤ cos	BX (3.96) 
FFBP works by dividing the full synthetic aperture into subapertures.  An image is produced for each subaperture.  
To obtain the higher resolution image upsample in the cross-track direction prior to combining the subaperture 
images.  Start the process by breaking the full aperture image into subapertures of length l = L/Nsubap. 
 ¸¸
 = ¤ 2
óíÌ2ÒX  (3.97) 
The center of the nth subaperture is given by sn = (n-1/2)l  
 ¸¸
  d G 2  , 2	 | − 
2 + |

 9 (3.98) 
ξ is the cross range of the pixel. 
3.8.3 Wavenumber (seismic migration or range migration)  
Analyzers of InSAS imagery are interested in the location of the target.  Therefore, it becomes important to move to 
the spatial domain.  This is often referred to ω-k or wavenumber processing.  The name comes from omega being 
the traditional symbol for radial frequency ω and the wavenumber k.   Start with the basebanded data padded with 
zeros to the next power of two, pulse compress and perform a two-dimensional FFT to transform into the (ω, ku) 
domain, then map it into the( kx, ky) domain to have an evenly spaced grid.  This last step is referred to as Stolt 
mapping [Stolt 1978] [Hawkins 1996].  
The received echo from the seafloor is 
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 
,  ≈ ¼¸¸
1,  hH]
1,  − , H
1,  − ,  ×   − 2 ½1 + 
 − i 919 (3.99) 
Transform the temporal domain echo into the frequency domain. 
 ¢
.,  ≈ 
.¼¸¸
1,  ê]
1,  − , .ê
1,  − , .\½k¡
À¿k919 (3.100) 
Transform the spatial domain u into k space and solve using the principle of stationary phase.  
 êX\
í = d\½k¡
À¿k\í¿9 ≈ @1=/ \Mkík\íÀ (3.101) 
The temporal frequency Doppler wavenumber domain echo from the seafloor is 
 ¢¢
., /¿ = @=/ 
.ê
/¿¼¸¸
1, √1 \Mkík\íÀ919 (3.102) 
The two-dimensional FFT into the wavenumber domain is 
 /
., /¿ = ½4/ − /¿ (3.103) 
 /À
., /¿ = /¿ (3.104) 
The non-linear mapping referred to as Stolt mapping is represented by the Jacobian JJ(kx,ky)  
 
/, /À = /2½/ + /À ≈ 2 (3.105) 
Apply Stolt mapping S{} 
 ¢¢
., /¿ ≈ @=/ 
.ê
/¿<±GG
/ , /À² (3.106) 
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Forward Stolt mapping is 
 .
/, /À ≡ 2/ + /À (3.107) 
 /¿¬/ , /À­ = /À (3.108) 
Which maps the wavenumber kx and ky into the measurement parameters ω and ku  by using the  Jacobian JJ(ω, ku)  
 
., /¿ = 4/½4/ − /¿ ≈ 2 (3.109) 
Perform a Stolt IFFT to obtain the Spectral image estimate 
 GG¬/ , /À­ = ÅÅ¬/, /À­<X V //( ¥
.¢¢
., /¿ (3.110) 
 GG¬/, /À­ = ÅÅ¬/, /À­<X V //( <<
., /¿ (3.111) 
The window function WW(kx,ky) is used to extract the range and along-track processing bandwidths and sidelobe 
reduction.  Redefine the temporal origin to be centered on range r0, t’= t-2ro/c.  Output range origin is x’= x-r0.  This 
step is necessary to shift the x origin back to the center. 
 
′,  ≈ ¼¸¸
1Î,  H] Î + 2;( , 1′ + ;(,  −   hÎ + 2;( 
− 2 ½
1′ + ;( + 
 − i91′9 (3.112) 
 ¢¢′
., /¿ = @=/ 
.ê
/¿\Z ¼¸¸
1Î,  \Mkík¬¡Z­\íÀ91′9 (3.113) 
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 ¢¢′
., /¿ = @=/ 
.ê
/¿\hMkík\iZ<±GG′
/, /À² (3.114) 
The wavenumber inversion with phase defined relative to r0 
 GG′ ¬/, /À­ = ÅÅ¬/ , /À­<X V //( \hMkík\iZ
.¢¢′
., /¿ (3.115) 
 GG′ ¬/ , /À­ = ÅÅ¬/, /À­<X V //( \hMkík\iZ<<′
., /¿ (3.116) 
The most efficient way to implement the wavenumber inversion is on the basebanded signal because the data set is 
smaller for both the FFT and the Stolt interpolator 
 GG′»¬/, /À­ = ÅÅ¬/ , /À­<»X V //( \hMkík\iZ»
.»¢¢′»
.» , /¿ (3.117) 
The weighting function chosen is a rect and a two-dimensional Hamming which lowers the sidelobes  by -13dB.  
 ÅÅ¬/, /À­ = ; h /ÀÁ/Ài 1ê¬/À­Å  /Á/Å h /ÀÁ/Ài (3.118) 
The wavenumber bandwidths of the extracted data is 
 Á/ = V4/È − 2@7  − 2/\2 ≈ 4@Á − 2@Á/È7 (3.119) 
 Á/À = 4@7  (3.120) 
The final image resolution for wavenumber domain is 
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 ©åæ = 2@Á = éÄ 2Á³³ 				Á³³ 	≈ 	@2/È7 (3.121) 
 ©Àåæ = 2@ÁÊ = éÄ 72							 (3.122) 
Other window functions are in appendix 2, but for now I will apply the simplest the rect function window. 
The baseband version of the spectral estimate using a rectangular window is 
 
GG′»¬/ , /À­ = V @=/( ;  /Á/ ; h /ÀÁ/ÀiGG′¬/, /À­ (3.123) 
The basebended reflectivity of the scene 
 «¸¸′»
1′, « = !ℱ,ÊX ±GG′»¬/ , /À­²!
= V @=/( Á/2@  hÁ/À2@ i A=3 Á/2@ 1 A=3 hÁ/À2@ i ¸¸′
1′,  (3.124) 
Shifting back to the x- axis 
 «¸ »¸¹ 
1, « = V@1=/( 2Á³³  27 A=3 2Á³³ 1 A=3 27  ¸¸
1,  (3.125) 
The synthetic aperture improvement factor is seen to be  
 G#$ = 20è}X(V@1/( 27 (3.126) 
This factor is the space bandwidth product of the along-track chirp  
 ò$ç#$ = /@1 167  = 4@1/7 (3.127) 
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Or the improvement factor of N along-track samples 
  = ç#$Δ% = 4@1/7 (3.128) 
 
Figure 3.6 The two-dimensional collection surface of the wavenumber data.The heavy dots indicate the location of 
the raw data samples along radii 2k at height ku.  The underlying rectangular grid shows the format of the samples 
after mapping ( interpolating) to a Cartesian grid on (kx, ky).  The spatial bandwidths Bkx and Bky outline the 
rectangular section of the wavenumber data that is extracted, windowed and IFFT to produce the image estimate.  
The slightly offset nature of the mapped basebanded data appears as an irrelevant phase factor in the spatial domain.  
This phase factor does not effect the final image estimate ffb(x,y). 
3.8.4 Chirp-scaling 
Chirp-scaling is a very good choice for InSAS because it preserves the phase.  Chirp-scaling requires the transmit 
signal to be a LFM chirp.  Chirp-scaling is a method of curvature equalization where no grid interpolation is 
required similar to the Raney’s Range-Doppler (see Appendix 8).  After wavenumber transformation the range 
migration trajectories have been adjusted to have congruent loci, equivalent to the trajectory at a selected reference 
range [Runge and Bamler1992] [Raney et al. 1994].   Along-track FFT of the range-Doppler signal of the PSF is 
 
, , 1( = © j − 2 1( +  − 1(l \ZZk¡¿kZ  (3.129) 
 ¢»
, /¿ = ℱ¿»
,  (3.130) 
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 ¢»
, /¿, 1(  V1(@=/( ê
/¿	; Ö −
2 I
/¿; 1( ×\Éñ
í;Z£]
í;Z¦k\MZkíkZ  (3.131) 
The ku dependent chirp rate or scaled chirp rate is 
 ò
/¿; ;( = 11ò − ò
/¿; ;(  (3.132) 
Range dependent chirp term secondary range compression (SRC) is 
 ò
/¿; ;( = 8@;( /¿
4/( − /¿ (3.133) 
Transform to the range-Doppler domain.  The range-Doppler domain is then perturbated by a phase multiplier that 
causes all the phase centers of the reflected chirps to have a range migration locus that is identical to the reference 
range r0. 
 ÷»
, /¿ = ℱ]¢»
, /¿~ΦX
, /¿	 (3.134) 
Where the chirp-scaling multiplier is  
 ~ΦX
, /¿ = \Éñ
í;Z&
í[]]Z
í]k  (3.135) 
So the range migration phase terms of all scatterers are equalized to that of a scatterer at reference r0. 
 ~
 = =@ò
/¿; ;(  − 2 1[1 + 
/¿] + @ò
/¿; ;(
/¿  − 2 1[1 + 
/¿] − .» (3.136) 
 ~
 = =@ò
/¿; ;([1 + 
/¿] − '4@ ò
/¿; ;([1 + 
/¿][1 + ;(
/¿] + .»( 
+ '4@ ò
/¿; ;([1 + 
/¿][1 + ;(
/¿]( (3.137) 
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Where Ks is the chrip rate, Cs is the curvature, and the wavenumber dependent reference time is the time locus of the 
reference range.  The curvature factor is 
 
/¿ = V1 −  /¿2/¿ − 1 (3.138) 
 (
/¿ = 2 ;([1 + 
/¿]	 (3.139) 
The application of the range variant chirp-scaling multiplier is easily applied in the range-Doppler domain where 
range is a parameter.  The wavenumber algorithm removes the range variant nature of the system equations in the 
two-dimensional wavenumber domain where range is not available as a parameter.  The chirp scaled data is then 
temporal Fourier transformed to the two-dimensional wavenumber domain.  The range migration loci of all targets 
now follow the same reference curvature, however, the chirp-scaling operation induces a further Doppler 
dependence in the range chirp.  Pulse compression, including secondary range compression, bulk range migration 
correction, deconvolution of the frequency dependent amplitude term and windowing are performed across the 
bandwidth by 
 »¬/ , /À­ = ÅÅ¬/, /À­X»
.» , /¿ΘΘ
.» , /¿ (3.140) 
The phase multiplier simultaneously applies range correction, compression and secondary range compression.  This 
is known as azimuthal range compression 
 ΘΘ
.» , /¿  V //( \
 Ä
kMÉñï
í;Z[X¡&
í]	\Z&
í (3.141) 
The transform C-1 in Eq.(3.140) is 
 /
.» , /¿ ≡ 2.»  (3.142) 
 /À
.» , /¿ ≡ /¿ (3.143) 
The range-Doppler of the image is obtained by taking the IFFT in range 
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 ¸G»¬1, /À­ = 3»¬1, /À­ψΨ¬1, /À­ (3.144) 
Where the along-track compression and residual phase compensation is performed by the phase multiplier 
 ψΨ¬1, /À­ = hMZkíkZiZ\MÉkñ¬Ê;Z­&¬Ê­ªX¡&¬Ê­®
Zk  (3.145) 
The final complex image estimate is 
 ¸ »¸
1,  = GÊX±GXÅÅ¬/, /À­XG]¢»
, /¿~ΦX
, /¿ΘΘ
.» , /¿²ψΨ¬1, /À­ (3.146) 
The chirp-scaling multiplier neglects the range dependence of Ks.  The range-Doppler uses a Taylor series expansion 
to approximate the Stolt interpolation.  These errors are small and will have to be accounted for in the 
interferometric height determination.    The accelerated chirp-scaling is the chirp-scaling algorithm above, with the 
addition of a preliminary pulse compression step.
 
3.9 Adaptive filters  
Operationally we have multiple frequencies, varying angles of incidence, non-homogenous environments, multiple 
signals, low signal to noise ratios, and most importantly signals whose properties change with time.  With that in 
mind it is realized that our simple solution may not be very effective.  It is now time to focus our attention on the 
implementation of adaptive filters.  The key word being adaptive – the ability to adjust to change.  In the specific 
case of this dissertation the change in signal to noise properties and most importantly direction of arrival for 
interferometric signal processing.  Adaptive filters operate on the principle of filtering the input and minimizing the 
error function between the desired output and the signal.  The difference in these adaptive filters is in the design of 
the weighting and the approach to minimizing the error [Haykin 2001].  
3.9.1 MATCHED FIELD MFP  
The generalized Matched Field Processing beamformer measures the acoustic field at the array.  The replica signal is 
a solution to the Helmholtz wave equation for a particular environment.  First step is to calculate the acoustic field 
by creating a replica signal from a propagation model for each point on the gridded field.  The replica signal will be 
a function of angle, range and depth.  The environmental parameters considered will be surface interaction, bottom 
characteristics and sound velocity for each receiver of the array.  The modeled acoustic field is then correlated with 
the received signal to find the range, bearing and depth of the received signal.  Environmental mismatches will 
degrade the performance of the processor.  MFP provides improvements in SNR due to array gain and rejecting 
sidelobe noise.  By resolving the position in depth you are able to separate the surface noise from the subsurface 
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noise. 
 þ
H+  |÷¥
H+A
H	|  ÷¥
H+,÷
H+ (3.147) 
m is the steering vector with angle, range and depth, S is the replica signal, and Q is the noise vector .  The replica 
signal as a function of depth. 
 <
-  §1 − \ÉÝý ¨ \ÉÝ.gU/ý = 2A=3 2@-Δ-;6  \É
001ký ¡001\ Éý  (3.148) 
∆r is the change in range, r is the range, λ is the wavelength, ∆z is the change in depth, zs is the depth of the source, 
zr is the depth of the receiver. 
3.9.2 Wiener Solution  
The Wiener solution is the first and simplest of the adaptive filters.  It is a linear discrete time filter whose output  
y(n) provides an estimate of a desired response d(n) , given a set of input samples x(n), such that the mean square 
value of the estimation error e(n) , defined as the difference between the desired response d(n) and the actual 
response y(n), is minimized.   The filter input is the time series x(n) and the filter response is w(k).  The filter output 
at discrete time (n) is the linear convolution sum [Haykin 2001]. 
 2 = ¤Å¥1
2óX2Ò(  (3.149) 
The assumption is that the input and the desired response are single realizations of jointly wide sense stationary 
ergodic stochastic processes.  The estimation error en is 
 2 = 92 − 	 2  (3.150) 
To optimize the filter design, minimize the mean square value of en.  J  is the cost function.  It is the mean square 
error (MSE).  The requirement is to determine the operating condition in which the cost function obtains its 
minimum value.   
 2 = ¢|2| (3.151) 
Apply the gradient operator with respect to the filter coefficient w(k) to the cost function J.  Optimize by setting J 
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equal to zero, the stationary point. 
 ∇"2 = −2¢|1
3 − /2¥| = 0 (3.152) 
Let e0 denote the special value of the estimation error that results when the filter operates in its optimum condition. 
 ¢|1
3 − /(¥| = 0 (3.153) 
The condition in which the cost function attains its minimum value, is for e0 to be orthogonal to each input sample 
that enters into the estimation of the desired response at time n.  This is referred to as the Principle of Orthogonality.  
It states that the error vector of the optimal estimator is orthogonal to any possible estimator.  Using the Principle of 
Orthogonality, the expectation is 
 ¢|22¥| = ¤Å¥ìÒ( ¢«1
22¥« (3.154) 
The corollary is when the filter operates in its optimum condition, the estimate of the desired response defined by 
the filter output y0 and the corresponding estimation error e0 are orthogonal to each other. 
 ¢|((¥| = 0 (3.155) 
The estimation error for the optimized filter output becomes. 
 Â = 92 − (  (3.156) 
 92 = ( + (  (3.157) 
Let Jmin be the minimized mean square error.   
 2\2 = ¢|Â| (3.158) 
Using the corollary to the Principle of Orthogonality  
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 Ãå = ÃÀ + ℐ\2  (3.159) 
 σd
2
 is the variance of the desired signal and σy2 is the variance of the estimated noise.  Solving for the minimum 
square error 
 2\2 = Ãå − ÃÀ (3.160) 
Normalize Jmin by dividing through by σd 
 2\2Ãå = 1 − ÃÀÃå (3.161) 
Now let ℇ = 2\2Ãå  (3.162) 
This is the normalized mean square error is  
 ℇ = 1− ÃÀÃå 																		0 ≤ ℇ ≤ 1 (3.163) 
3.9.3 Recursive Least Mean Square  
Recursive Least Mean Square (RLS) algorithms are also known as transversal filters.  The RLS is an extension of 
the Least Mean Square (LMS) filter with a faster rate of convergence.  Its key features are the forgetting factor λ and 
the use of the Matrix Inversion Lemma (see appendix A4).  The inversion lemma allows for the update vector to be 
inverted and appended to the autocorrelation matrix R vice inverting the whole matrix for every update.  The 
forgetting factor is really a nice feature because signals and noises are transient, therefore it will forget the signals 
that have already passed by [Haykin 2001].   The cost function is minimized as  
 
22 =¤Æ
3, =|
=|2\ÒX  (3.164) 
Jn is the cost function, βn is the weighting factor often referred to as the forgetting factor, 
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 Æ
3, = = 62\ 																				0 ≤ Æ
3, = ≤ 1 (3.165) 
n is the variable length of the observable data at time i, ei is the difference between desired response di  and the filter 
output yi , which is the weight wn of the impulse filter at time n, and xi the input vector at time i.   
 \ = 9\ − \ = 9\ −2¥1\  (3.166) 
The cost function is somewhat ill-posed and it would be better to expand the cost function to be minimized as the 
sum of two components 
 22 =¤62\|
=|2\ÒX + ©62|
3| (3.167) 
This is the sum of the weighted error squared 
 ¤62\|
=| =22ÒX ¤62\|9\ − 2¥1\|
2
\ÒX  (3.168) 
The regularization term is 
 ©62|
3| = ©622¥2	 (3.169) 
The regularization parameter δ is used to stabilize the solution to the recursive least-squares problem by smoothing 
the solution.  Expanding the cost function to a time average correlation matrix  
 52 =¤62\1\2\ÒX 1\¥ + ©62 (3.170) 
Φn is nonsingular.  This matrix is said to be diagonally loaded.  The cross correlation vector between the tap inputs 
and the transversal filter and the desired response is unaffected by the use of regularization. 
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 z2 =¤62\1\2\ÒX 9\¥ (3.171) 
The Normal equation (orthogonal) 
 522 = z2 (3.172) 
Recursive computation of Φn and zn 
 52 = 6 7¤62X\1\2X\ÒX 1\¥ + ©62X8 + 1212¥ (3.173) 
The correlation matrix is  
 52X = 7¤62X\1\2X\ÒX 1\¥ + ©62X8 (3.174) 
The recursion for updating the value of the correlation matrix of the tap inputs is 
 52 = 652X + 1212¥ (3.175) 
Similarly the recursion for updating the cross correlation vector between the tap inputs and the desired response is 
 z2 = 6z2X + 1292¥ (3.176) 
Here we will be able to apply the Matrix Inversion Lema to compute the least squares estimate of the weights wn.  
The matrix inversion lema also known as the Woodbury Identity is one of the most eloquent features of matrix 
algebra (see appendix A4).   
 5UX = 65UXX − 65UXX 121U95UXX1 + 6X1U95UXX 12  (3.177) 
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For simplicity let P be the inverse cross correlation matrix  
 :2 = 5UX (3.178) 
and the gain vector kn 
 k2 = 6X:UX121 + 6X1U9:UX12 (3.179) 
Thus, the Riccati equation for the RLS algorithm 
 :2 = 6X:UX12 − 6Xk21U9:UX (3.180) 
Rearranging the gain vector to obtain 
 k2 = 6X:UX12 − 6Xk21U9:UX12 (3.181) 
 k2 = [6X:UX − 6Xk21U9:UX]12  (3.182) 
Since  
 :2 = [6X:UX − 6Xk21U9:UX] (3.183) 
 k2 = :212 (3.184) 
Then the gain vector becomes 
 k2 = 5UX12 (3.185) 
Now it is time to update the weight vector  
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 w2 = 5UXz2 = :2z2 (3.186) 
 w2 = λ:2z2X + P2129U9 (3.187) 
 w2 = :2Xz2X − k21U9:2Xz2X + :2129U9 (3.188) 
 w2 = 5UXX z2X − k21U95UXX z2X + :2129U9 (3.189) 
 w2 = w2X − k21U9w2X + :2129U9 (3.190) 
The equation for updating the weight vector is 
 w2 = w2X + k2[9U9 − 1U9w2X] (3.191) 
Let ξ be the a priori estimation error where the inner product is 
 U = 9U − 1Upw2X9 = 9U −w2X9 1U (3.192) 
 w2 = w2X + k2U9 (3.193) 
Where the a posteriori estimation error is 
 2 = 92 − 2¥12  (3.194) 
3.9.4 Eigenvalue deconvolution 
The cross spectral density matrix CSDM is an ensemble average of the source response taking over the array.  The 
time span for the average is chosen that the sources are statistically and linearly independent.  The noise is 
independent of the source.  We can assume the noise subspace is orthogonal to the signal subspace. 
 = =¤6\\ÒX >\>\¥  (3.195) 
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 I>\ = 6\>\ (3.196) 
 = =¤Ã\\ÒX A\A\¥ + Ã2 (3.197) 
There are p signal sources therefore there are M-p eigenvectors that are orthogonal to the signal vector space.  If we 
assume white noise the noise vector is proportional to the identity matrix and has zero mean.   Additional gains are 
made by using eigenvector deconvolution prior to beam steering and minimum variance processing.  In beam 
steering we can truncate the CSDM by not using the noise subspace.  This is done by scanning the space with the 
replica vectors resulting in sharp peaks at the source location. 
The inverse vector R-1 has the same eigenvectors of the CSDM. Therefore we can truncate the CSDM by not 
including the source subspace.  The replica scanning causes a null in the source location.  The minimum variance 
(MV) prescription of the inverse process is infinite at source location and finite otherwise.  Resulting in a high 
resolution of the source location. 
3.9.5 Maximum Likelihood  or Minimum Variance Distortionless Response MVDR   
The minimum variance distortionless response method often referred to as the maximum likelihood method ML 
developed by Capon is based on the separation of signal and noise space by eigenstructure decomposition of the 
estimated covariance matrix.  Capon realized that the sum and delay method was inadequate at separating the signal 
from the ambient noise in a high density noise environment.   The weight vector in MVDR is chosen to minimize 
the variance (average power) of the beamformer output subject to the constraint WHm S(θ) = 1 by means of the 
Lagrangian multiplier.  Where S(θ) is the direction of arrival.  This constrained minimization yields an adaptive 
beamformer with a minimum variance distortionless response [Burdic 1990] [Jensen et al. 1994]. 
 
= =¤]¥]Ò( 1
= −  (3.198) 
wt
H
 are the weights of the filter and x is the input signal. 
The output energy of this system is   
 2 = ¤ |
=|ó\Ò¡X  (3.199) 
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Subject to the constraint 
 ¤2¥Ò( \ = 1 (3.200) 
θ is the steering vector similarly this can also be used in the frequency domain by substituting ω0 for θ.  k is the 
number of filter coefficients.  The output energy of the system or cost function constrained by the Lagrange 
multiplier is 
 2 = ¤ |
=| + á |¤¥Ò( \ − 1
ó
\Ò¡X  (3.201) 
γ is the Lagrange multiplier which is a function of the constraint.  To optimize the system take the gradient of the 
output energy and set it equal to zero 
 ∇"2 = 2 ¤ 1
= − /¥
= + á¥\ó\Ò¡X = 0 (3.202) 
 ∇"2 = 2¤]]Ò( ¤ 1
= − /1¥
= −  + á¥\
ó
\Ò¡X = 0 (3.203) 
R is the spatial covariance matrix from the autocorrelation of the input signal and noise.   
 I =¤ ¤ 1
= − /1¥
= − ó\Ò¡X

]Ò(  (3.204) 
Substitute R into Eq. (3.299) 
 ∇"2 = 2¤] 	R
t, k +	]Ò( á¥\ = 0 (3.205) 
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 ¤] 	R
t, k	]Ò( = 12 ¬á¥\­ (3.206) 
In matrix form let the steering vector by s(ω0) 
 	R = 12 á¥A
B (3.207) 
Solve for the lagrangian multiplier using the condition of constraint 
 ¥A
B = 1 (3.208) 
 á¥ = −2¥IX (3.209) 
Solve for the weight applying by substituting for the Lagrange multiplier to obtain the optimum solution to the 
MVDR or equivocally the MVDR estimate 
  = IXA
BA¥
BIXA
B (3.210) 
The aperture function for the array is   
 þ = IX¥IX (3.211) 
The power average output 
 þ = þ¥ Iþ = ¥IXIIX
¥IX = 1¥IX (3.212) 
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Assuming the noise is isotropic the improvement in power using the MVDR method over conventional methods is 
2:1.  Capon found that with K independent temporal samples to estimate the noise covariance matrix for a N 
receiver array is: 
 ÃË¢Ë = 1ò − + 1 (3.213) 
This beamformer is constrained to produce a distortionless response along the look direction corresponding to φ0.   
In other words, the optimum beamformer is constrained to pass the target signal with unit response, while at the 
same time minimizing the total output variance. This variance minimization process attenuates interference and 
noise not originating at the angle φ0 of the source.  
 Áþ
B = [¥
BòX
B]¿
B]X (3.214) 
One of the main advantages of this method is a narrow beamwidth, with no sidelobes which will provide a better 
bearing estimate.  The second advantage is its ability to separate two closely spaced targets. 
3.9.6 MUSIC  
Multiple Signal Classification uses eigenvalue decomposition where the noise subspace is orthogonal to the signal.  
The noise subspace is set equal to unity (prewhitening the CSDM) was developed by  [R.O. Schmidt 1977]  and 
simultaneously developed by [Bienvenu 1979] from [ Pisarenko 1973] work in subspace harmonic decomposition. 
 A¥
B?2 = 0 (3.215) 
For a given steering vector k. for any steering vector s(θ).  Expand the above relationship to  
 A¥
B+2+2¥A
B = 0						¸};		B = 	BX…B0  (3.216) 
Where Vn is a complex matrix composed the last M-p eigenvectors of the covariance matrix corresponding to the 
noise subspace.  Then the theoretical direction of arrival can be found by searching the null values of the above 
product.  Unfortunately the true covariance matrix is unknown and must be estimated from  
 I
 = 1¤ó]ÒX 
¥
 (3.217) 
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The eigen decomposition of Rx(t) provides an estimation of the true eigenvalues vectors given 
 I
 = +Λg+¥ + +2ΛU+2¥  (3.218) 
Since the signal and noise subspace are based on the estimated covariance matrix decomposition, a localization 
function f(θ) is created, providing null values at or in the immediate neighborhoods of the true directions of arrival. 
 ¸¿\
B = A¥
B+2+2¥A
B (3.219) 
Another approach is to invert the above equation and search for the maximum 
 ¿\
B = 1HA¥
B+2+2¥A
B = 1∑ |A¥>\|ó\Ò0¡X  (3.220) 
vi  are the noise eigenvectors.  MUSIC produces a number of angular peaks equal to D.  If D is too large then there 
will be extra peaks that do not correspond to the plane wave of interest.  If D is two small only the largest peak 
response will be displayed.  If  D = 0 then the result will be the same as the mimimum variance response. 
In order to have a proper estimation, the number of independent realizations should be high.  If not it could result in 
the covariance matrix being singular.  A common solution is to split the receiving data into several subvectors and 
filter leaving a smoothed version of the covariance matrix. 
 I = <I<¥ + Ã2 = ¤6 ¥  (3.221) 
 7 = <I<¥ + Ã2 =¤6 ¥  (3.222) 
The frequency estimation function for music or power response 
 ¿
\Ä = 1∑ |A¥>\|ó\Ò0¡X  (3.223) 
 < = ª1							\Ä								\Ä							\
XÄ®	  (3.224) 
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3.9.7 Root MUSIC 
 ¸¿\
B = A¥
B+2+2¥A
B = 0 (3.225) 
 + = ª1							-X								-							-
X®	  (3.226) 
 z = ÉBý 	gUC  (3.227) 
The roots of fmusic will provide the direction of arrivals that are not quite on the unit circle. 
3.9.8 ESPRIT  
Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Technique ESPRIT is a subspace algorithm derived by 
Roy in 1989.  The algorithm exploits the rotational invariance among signal subspaces induced by an array of 
sensors with a translational invariance structure.  There is a Least Squares method LS and a Total Least Squares 
method TLS.  The TLS-ESPRIT is described here.  Consider a uniform linear array of N receivers.   The first step is 
to find two identical subarrays with Ns receivers and Ns >D number of plane wave sources.   
  1
 = DA
 + 3
														D = H
BX …H
Bå] (3.228) 
Where a(θ) is the array response in direction θ.  Now consider a selection of matrices Jp that are a subset of the array 
with the following rotational invariant structure 
 (D = ê,				XD = êΦ,				0D = êΦE												 (3.229) 
Φ is a unitary diagonal matrix with diagonal receivers 
 ϕ = \ÉBgUCFý 										= = 1…9 (3.230) 
 I = DID¥ + Ã2 (3.231) 
 The covariance matrix of the signal vector is of full rank d and the columns of the response function G are linearly 
independent.  The eigen decomposition of the covariance matrix results in       
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 I = GΣG¥ = GΣG¥ + Ã2G2G2¥  (3.232) 
Where Us is the eigen value signal subspace and Un  is the eigen value subspace of the noise.  That span { Us } = 
span {G}.  This implies the existence of a d x d full rank matrix T, satisfying Us = GT.  The signal subspace 
corresponding to the subarrays defined by { Ui  =  JiUs     i = 0 … p } . 
 G\ = êΦT = BΨ (3.233) 
Where B = AT and Ψ = T-1ΦT  
 G\ = êΦT = G\Ψ (3.234) 
Now apply the TLS to obtain an estimate of Ui 
 G\ = êΦT = BΨ (3.235) 
3.9.9 Bayesian Beamformer  [Lasenby  & Fitzgerald 1991][Bell et al. 2000] 
The Bayesian beamformer is an extension of the MVDR method.  The Bayesian approach is to perform the 
conventional MVDR beamformer on a number of direction of arrival candidates with a specified angular range and 
then balances multiple outputs according to the a posteriori probability density function (PDF) that describes the 
likelihood of the true direction of arrival.  When the number of observed data samples increases the likelihood 
function becomes more accurate and eventually converges to an impulse on the DOA that has the largest likelihood.  
The resulting beamformer is able to adapt to the true DOA given that the true DOA lies on one of these candidate 
points.    
 
B\|¯ = 
B\
¯|B\∑ 
B\
¯|B\I\ÒX 					= = 1,2…ç (3.236) 
Where p(X|θi) is the PDF of the data given θi 
 
¯|B\ =J 1@2|I
B\|
ñ
ÒX 		\¾
]KL
¾
]K					 (3.237) 
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 
¯|B\ = @óñ|I
B\|ñ		∑ ¾
]KLMq
¾
]KNKOq 						 (3.238) 
The determinant has the form  
 |I
B\| = |I2|
1 + ÃH
B\¥I2XH
B\ (3.239) 
Expanding  and using the matrix inversion lemma (see appendix 4) 
 |IX
B\| = IX − ÃI2XH
B\¥H
B\I2X
1 + ÃH
B\¥I2XH
B\ (3.240) 
The a posteriori PDF is 
 
B\|¯ = 	
B\¬1 + ÃÆ
B\­ñ		hÛkP
kX¡ÛkP
ihÈ
LôMqN¹ôMqÈ

P
k i (3.241) 
C is the normalization factor to ensure the pdf sums to one   
 Æ
B\ = H
B\¥I2XH
B\ (3.242) 
The a posteriori probability of the true DOA will approach one, whereas the a posteriori probabilities of the other 
DOA will approach zero. 
Summary 
This chapter presented the basic beamforming techniques necessary to produce a SAS image.  The SAS image will 
be used in the next section on interferometry.  The adaptive beamforming techniques have been presented here to lay 
the groundwork for future InSAS work.  The basic principles of these techniques will be applied to find the direction 
of arrival from the phase information of the interferometry. 
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Chapter 4  Interferometry 
4.1  Interferometry 
Interferometry was developed by Michelson & Morley in the 1880’s to detect the aether.  The technique has been 
modified and applied to Synthetic Aperture Sonar (SAS) systems and is referred to as Interferometric Synthetic 
Aperture Sonar (InSAS).  InSAS systems measure the phase difference between a pair of sonar arrays to derive the 
direction of arrival to obtain the bathymetric height.  InSAS systems are limited by ambiguities caused by the phase 
wrapping around 2pi.  The goal of InSAS signal processing is to develop an accurate estimate of the unwrapped 
phase that is suitable to estimate the bathymetric height to create precise three-dimensional imagery of the seafloor.  
InSAS is possible because transmit and receive signals are coherent and they have a measureable time delay and 
phase.  Figure 4.1 is the system geometry for an InSAS system.   
 
Figure 4.1 The geometry of an InSAS system with three arrays receiving data from a patch of seafloor.  (X0, Y0 ) is 
the patch on the seafloor, B is the baseline, H is the altitude of the AUV from the seafloor,  h is the estimate of the 
change in seafloor height.  Rx1, Rx2 and Rx3 are the receiver arrays, d12 is the distance between Rx1 and Rx2, d23 is the 
distance between Rx2 and Rx3, ρ1, ρ2, and ρ3  are the path lengths and dρ12 and dρ23  are the respective phase 
differences,  θ is the direction of arrival, and ς is the tilt angle of the array. 
InSAS Signal processing begins with the received coherent backscattered acoustic energy of an ensonified patch of 
seafloor on two vertically separated arrays.  The backscattered acoustic energy is filtered and beamformed to 
produce a complex image of the scene (see chapter 3 for details).  The pressure for a backscattered acoustic plane 
wave is 
Array 1 X
1(, ( = HX¼¸¸
1, Å
1 − 1(,  − (\ZqÄ]919 (4.1) 
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Array2 
1(, ( = H¼¸¸
1, Å
1 − 1(,  − (\ZkÄ]919 (4.2) 
P1 and P2 are the pressure from the acoustic plane wave for the reflected point (x0, y0) on the ground plane for array 1 
and array 2, a1 and a2 are the amplitudes of the plane wave,  (x,y) is the position of  the receiver, ),( yxff  is the 
reflectivity distribution of the target scene, W(x-x0, y-y0) is the system impulse response, tkie ωρ −102
 
is the spatial 
phase for the received signal where the two is for the two way travel time, k0 is the wavenumber,  ρ1 is the slant 
range, and ωt is the angular frequency.   
4.1.1  Phase difference  
The measured phase difference between seafloor images from two separate arrays can be obtained by taking the 
phase difference from the cross correlation of the two complex images, thus forming the interferogram.  
 Δ~ = H3è
X¥ (4.3) 
Simplifying Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.2) to its magnitude and phase components  
 X = êX\
Zq (4.4) 
  = ê\
Zk (4.5) 
Cross correlation of  P1 and P2 leads to	
 X¥ = êX + ê + 2êXê\¬Z
kq­ (4.6) 
The change in phase occurs in the third term of Eq. (4.6) 
 Δ~ = H3è
X¥ = 2/(
Q − QX (4.7) 
Where range ρ2 is equivalent to ρ1 plus the phase difference. 
 Q = QX + 6Δ~2@  (4.8) 
the change in phase ∆φ can also be expressed as a function of the direction of arrival θ (see chapter 1). 
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 Δ~ = /(
Q − QX = 2@ö6 }A
B + ã (4.9) 
The cosine of the direction of arrival and tilt angle can also be expressed as a sine function of the steering angle less 
the direction of arrival because the steering angle θs is perpendicular to the tilt angle ς, θs = (ς - pi/2).    
 }A
B + ã = 	A=3
B − B (4.10) 
 Δ~ = /(
Q − QX = 2@ö6 A=3
B − B (4.11) 
The phase is measured from 0 to 2pi, much like an analog clock measures time from 0 to 12 hours.  As range 
increases the phase difference will become greater then pi and will jump or wrap around to –pi.  Figure 4.2 shows the 
phase difference collected in the cross-track direction increases with range.   
 
 
 Figure 4.2 The measured wrapped phase showing 2pi ambiguity in the cross range.  The red dots in the phase verse 
time plot (bottom) are the phase differences for the corresponding time samples in the depth verse range plot (top). 
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An Interferogram is a map of the phase differences for a set of returns.  Repeating fringes represent a jump in the 2pi 
cycle ergo the phase is measured modulo 2pi.  Figure 4.3 is an interferogram of a seafloor image with two targets.  
The measured phase for a single scan line is overlaid on the interferogram illustrating the 2pi jumps aligning with 
fringes of the interferogram.   
  
 Figure  4.3 An Interferogram of an image scene of the ocean bottom with two targets overlaid with the measured 
wrapped phase (black) and the unwrapped phase (blue) from a single sounding.  
The Phase is unwrapped by adding a 2pi to the phase jumps and summing all the phases.  This is known as the Itoh 
condition.  The true phase per sounding (k) is 
 ∆Φ
 = ∆~
 + 2@÷
	 = 2@ö6 	A=3¬B − B
­ (4.12) 
∆φ is the measured wrapped phase, m is the phase jump counter, b is the baseline between arrays, λ is the 
wavelength, θ is the direction of arrival, and θs is the steering angle.    
It is also important to consider the phase angle as a function of the arctangent because there are jumps at the 
boundaries where ∆φ = + pi/2, because cos(+ pi/2 ) = 0, and the tangent is undefined.  Adding   + pi/2 at the 
arctangent boundaries will correct for this phase jump.   The phase as a function of the arctangent 
 Δφ = H3X hA=3
Δφ}A
Δφi (4.13) 
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4.1.2 Bathymetric Height 
The unwrapped phase is then used to obtain the direction of arrival θ(k),  often referred to as the bathymetric 
sounding.   
 
B
 = B − A=3X Ö∆~
 + 2@÷
	2@ö6 × 
(4.14) 
The direction of arrival can also be expressed as a function of range 
 B
  }AX hQ  ö  QX2öQX i  ã (4.15) 
Accuracy in the direction of arrival θ(k) is crucial to trigonometrically solving for the change in bathymetric height h.   
 
ℎ    QX}AB
  (4.16) 
H is the altitude or height of the array above the seafloor, and ρ1 is the range.    
4.1.3 Zero Phase Instance (ZPI) difference max amplitude mean time 
ZPI is one of the older methods used in bathymetric height determination.  The backscattered signal reaches the 
array from an angle normal to the interferometer axis, both sensors receive the signal at the same time.  Therefore, 
the difference between time of arrival and phase is zero.  The phase ramp as a function of time is fitted with a 
polynomial whose intersection at zero-phase give the instant corresponding to the direction of arrival.  This 
polynomial approximation acts as a low pass filter decreasing the noise level and degrading the horizontal 
resolution. 
4.1.4 Co-registration 
Precise and robust measurements of the phase are complicated due to environmental and system sources of noise. 
The difficulties come from extreme terrain, media variations, multipath reflections, height induced layover, 
shadows, low signal to noise ratios, aliasing, coherence loss, baseline decorrelation, footprint misalignment, 
temporal decorrelation and numerical processing noise [Lurton 2000] [Saebo 2005] [Barclay 2006].   
Co-registration is a method to remove the effects of footprint misalignment.  Co-registration is performed by 
maximizing the local coherence between the two images by shifting one of the images to align with the other image.  
This requires a cross correlation and finding the time lag between the two received signals and shifting one of the 
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images until they align.  Co-registration needs to be performed at the subpixel level, upsampled by a factor of ten 
and interpolated between subswath centers to estimate the time delay for each range bin [Banks 2000].   The range 
difference as a function of range ρ1 of the first image is  
 
Q  QX  V
  ö	}Aã + h
QX −  − ö	A=3ãi − QX (4.17) 
H is the height of the sonar above the seafloor, b is the baseline, ρ1 is the range to the first receiver, and ς is the tilt 
angle.  Figure 4.4 illustrate how co-registration acts as a filter reducing the noise that causes phase ambiguities.   
 
 Figure  4.4 Co-registration: (a) interferogram before image co-registration, (b) after three iterations of 
coregistration. 
It is important to know the degree of corelation between the two signals.  This is known as the correlation coefficient 
or coherence and can be used to create a quality map of the data (quality maps are used in phase unwrapping).   
 
á = 〈X¥〉½〈XX¥〉½〈¥〉 = R\ (4.18) 
The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) as a function of the coherence factor is 
 
<I = á
1 − á (4.19) 
The probability density function (PDF) for the error in the estimate of the phase is  
 

~ = 1 − á2@ 11 − á}A
~ − ~	 h1 + á}A
~ − ~	}AX¬−á}A
~ − ~	­½1 − á}A
~ − ~	 i (4.20) 
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The standard deviation is 
 Ã{ = d
~ − ~	 	
~, á9~ (4.21) 
4.2  Phase Unwrapping Techniques 
There are many techniques for two-dimensional phase unwrapping for InSAS systems with varying ranges of 
success [Ghiglia & Pritt 1998] [Sintes et al. 2000] [Chen 2001] [Saebo & Hansen 2004] [Jun et al. 2007].  Two 
commonly used methods are Path-Following developed by R.M. Goldstein and Minimum-Norm.  Path-Following 
techniques presented in this dissertation are:  Region-Growing, Mask-Cuts, and Minimum Discontinuity, followed 
by Minimum-Norm with least-squares.  
4.2.1  Path Following Method (PFM)  
Path-following with branch cuts is a local optimization theory.   It is highly dependent on residues and quality maps.  
This method identifies the residues, then balances them by connecting them with branch-cuts in pairs of opposite 
polarity [Goldstein 1988] [Zebker & Lu 1998].  The branch-cuts are generated by a method that attempts to 
minimize the sum of the cut lengths to obtain a consistent phase.  There is a decrease in performance as the residue 
density increases.  Discontinuities and noise will lead to different paths and different phase values.  It is difficult to 
find the correct path and this method is computationally expensive.  
Goldstein’s method starts with a normalized phase map.  When the difference between adjacent pixels changes by .5 
+1 is added to the next pixel. This is done for each pixel in the phase map.  The +1 is referred to as a residue, +  
pairs are linked using a cut line.  An optimized solution is found by minimizing the branch cut lengths. 
0.1      0.2    0.5    0.3 
        0       0       0 
0.0 → 0.3    0.4 → 0.0 
↑   +1  ↓   0   ↑  -1   ↓ 
0.8 ← 0.6    0.4 ← 0.8 
       0        0        0 
0.8     0.7     0.7     0.8 
 
 Figure 4.5 Normalized phase map showing the path following method with residues [Banks et al. 2000]. 
4.2.2  Region growing  
Region growing is a quality guided path-following algorithm.  In areas of high quality pixels the region of 
unwrapped pixels grows until only low quality pixels are left.  The algorithm follows the path of highest quality 
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pixels through the low quality regions until the net high quality region is encountered, thus unwrapping the highest 
quality pixels first.  This method allows for phase changes between two adjacent pixels larger than	@.  This method 
depends on a good quality map.  The quality map will guide the integration path without encircling any unbalanced 
residues [Xu & Cummings 1999]. 
Quality Maps provide quality information on the interferometric phase by measuring the absolute value of the 
coherence correlation coefficient.  Coherence is low for pixels having high decorrelation or original phase 
discontinuities. 
 
é = |Q| = SS ∑ \\∗∑«\« ∑«\«SS (4.22) 
4.2.3  Mask-cut algorithm  
Mask-cut algorithms grow pixel masks that connect the residues often referred to as mask-cuts.  It uses the quality 
map to guide the placements of the mask cuts. This method is more stable then the region growing method.   
4.2.4  Minimum discontinuity  
Minimum discontinuity approach identifies the lines of discontinuities that are joined into loops and then adds the 
appropriate multiples of 2pi to the pixels enclosed by the loop. This is a recursive method reducing the number of 
discontinuities at each stage. 
4.2.5  Minimum Norm Methods Global Optimization Theory 
Minimum Norm Methods (MNM) attempt to find an absolute phase image solution Φ for which Lp norm of the 
difference between absolute phase derivatives and wrapped phase derivatives are minimized.  
4.2.6  Least-Squares Method  
Least-Squares Method (LSM) unwrapping is achieved by minimizing the mean square deviation between the 
estimated and unknown neighboring pixel differences of the unwrapped phase.  It is computationally faster than the 
aforementioned path-following methods.  However, the resulting unwrapping is not very accurate, because least- 
squares procedures tend to spread the errors that are concentrated on a limited set of points [Abbas 05].  Unweighted 
least square method gives poor results in areas of low to medium coherence.   
Method of Least-Squares 
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〈¢〉 = min 	¤ ¤		.\,óÒX ª¬û\¡X, − û\,­ −Å¬\¡X, − \,­®
X
\ÒX
+			¤ ¤		.\,ÀóÒX
X
\ÒX ª¬û\,¡X − û\,­ −Å¬\,¡X − \,­® 	 
(4.23) 
\, is the wrapped phase, û\, is the unwrapped phase, ω is the frequency, and W is the weight (filter). 
[Ghiglia & Pritt 1998] offer several methods for weighted least squares.  They are the Picard iteration method, 
Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method, and the Multigrid method.  A combined branch-cuts and branch-cut 
with least squares, where pole locations form the weighting basis for the weighted least-square approach is an 
improvement over weighted least squares based on coherent data weighting schemes [Akerson et al. 2000].  
Weighted methods are limited in that they can only compensate for isolated low coherence areas caused by effects 
such as shadowing and layover.  Instead of unwrapping the phase by adding 2pi at the artificial phase jumps in phase 
characteristics, Abbas suggests a recurrent formula to calculate the unwrapped phase at the boundaries of the 
arctangent function.  LS Delta K method of phase unwrapping for SAR splits the image into subbands and 
determines the phase frequency [BRCIC 2009].  
4.2.7  Kalman filter  
Kalman filter Phase unwrapping algorithm based on an Extended Kalman filter [Martinez-Espla 2009] exploits a so 
called “Basic - Slope Model" enabling the filter to incorporate additional local slope information obtained from the 
sample frequency spectrum of the interferogram by a local slope estimator. The local slope information is then 
optimally fused with the information directly obtained from the real and imaginary part of the interferogram 
[Loffeld &   Kramer 1994] [Kramer & Loffeld 1996] [Osmanoglu 2009]. 
4.3  Robust Phase Unwrapping Techniques 
 The aforementioned phase unwrapping methods originally developed for InSAR systems have proven to be 
unstable for InSAS systems [Zebker & Lu 1998] [Jun 2007] [Kaplan 2007].  The difficulty in unwrapping the phase 
led to the development of more robust methods such as, the Vernier Method, and Cross-Correlation-Time-Delay-
Estimation.  They still require phase unwrapping but provide a better estimate of the phase.   
4.3.1 Vernier Method (VM)   The vernier method requires three arrays with two distinct baselines.  The additional 
receiver is spaced less than one wavelength from the top and or bottom array.  The phase difference will only 
contain one wrap therefore, the phase will not have the modulo 2pi ambiguity.   The phase difference between the 
shorter baseline is used to unwrap the phase of the larger baseline that has higher resolution [Denbeigh 1989] [Sintes 
2002] [Llort-Pujol et al. 2008] [Sintes et al. 2010] [Sintes et al. 2011].  This method can also be conducted using 
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multiple frequencies.  Lower frequency data is used to unwrap the phase of the higher frequency data that has better 
resolution [Wei Xu et al. 1994] [Hayes 2001] [Hayes 2005] [Gough et al. 2006] [Sintes et al. 2008].  The vernier 
method relies on estimating the direction of arrival by finding the rotation counter couple (m1, m2) that minimizes 
the difference between range verse direction of arrival curves.  Dual baseline method is 
 
∆~
X62@öX +÷
X	6öX 	= }A¬B
 + ã­ = ∆~
62@ö +÷
	6ö  (4.24) 
Dual frequency method is 
 
∆~
X6
X2@ö + ÷
X	6
Xö 	= }A¬B
 + ã­ = ∆~
6
2@ö + ÷
	6
ö  (4.25) 
The baseline or frequencies have to be selected so that the overlapping curves are within {-pi/2, pi/2}.  In practice this 
is difficult and often the curves do not overlap.  A minimization technique is then required to solve for the rotation 
counter.  This technique may still leave some phase ambiguities.   
 

÷1,÷2 = ÷=3 '∆~
X62@öX +÷
X	6öX  − ∆~
62@ö +÷
	6ö ( (4.26) 
The vernier efficiency defines the robustness of the algorithm to remove the phase ambiguity in the presence of 
noise by drawing a map for different values of baselines.  The efficiency is inversely proportional to the baselines 
length [Sintes et al. 2000] [Llort-Pujol et al. 2008].   
 ¸ 
¸X, ≜ 12÷=3 '÷
X	6öX −÷
	6ö ( (4.27) 
4.3.2  Cross Correlation Time Delay Estimation (CC-TDE) complex cross-correlation of across-track image 
stripes are used to estimate the coarse lag with pixel-size resolution which can be used to find the phase within the 
correct 2pi interval.  This method combined with the full resolution phase difference derived from the interferometry 
provides robust height estimation [Banks et al. 2000] [Banks et al. 2001] [Hansen 2003] [Saebo et al. 2004] [Saebo 
et al. 2005] [Saebo et al. 2006] [Saebo et al. 2007] [Llort-Pujol et al. 2008] [Saebo et al. 2009] [Saebo 2010] 
[Vossen 2008].  By formulating a generalized steering vector first then, taking advantage of the coherence 
information of neighboring pixel pairs, the covariance matrix of a complex data vector is estimated.  Then used to 
formulate a global optimum cost function of the covariance matrix, by which the exact interferometric phase can be 
estimated when the cost function is minimized [Zhang 2008] [Liu et al. 2009].   The two signals are cross correlated 
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over a temporal window to obtain the correlation peak µ and the coarse time lag τc at the peak of the correlation 
envelope and the corresponding phase Φ.  The estimate of the interferometric delay τf where the ambiguity number 
m (phase jump counter) is found from the condition that | τc - τf | is minimized.  This method is similar to the 
Displaced Phase Center Antenna principle presented in chapter 2 [Hayes et al. 2008] [Pinto et al. 2001, 2000] 
[Lurton] [Saebo et al. 2006]. 
Apply an averaging window to each of the time series of the receiver pair with a window that covers a range 
between (1 meter to 1.5 meters).   This range produces a low-variance estimate of the delay while short enough to 
assume a constant delay.  The coarse delay is the location of the peak magnitude which is the number of whole 
wavelengths spanned by the time shift.  
 ∆ÂÈ  ÷H1|X¥| (4.28) 
The fine delay is the fractional part of a wavelength.   
 
∆³\2  Φ2@ (¸ + ÷¸( (4.29) 
Φ is the phase, fo is the frequency, and m is the ambiguity number satisfying the condition that minimizes ∆τ. 
 
∆  ∆ÂÈ  ∆³\2  (4.30) 
The range is  
 ∆  Q  QX  ½
1  1  
-  -  ½
1  1X  
-  -X (4.31) 
(x,z) is the location of the seafloor, (x1,z1) is the location of Rx1 and (x2,z2) is the location of Rx2.  The direction of 
arrival is  
 B(  	 ∆ö  (4.32) 
Which equates to the depth z 
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 -  	 -X + -2 + I0A=3
B( + ûÂ (4.33) 
 
Rrpc is the range of the phase center, θ0 is the direction of arrival at zero phase, b is the baseline, û is the angle of the 
roll.  Step two is to produce the correlation coefficient between the two signals.  Assume P1ij and P2ij are zero-mean, 
wide-sense stationary and ergodic.  The cross covariance is 
 
á = 〈X¥〉½〈XX¥〉½〈¥〉 = R\ (4.34) 
 X\ = 
  − 2QX  \ÄZ] (4.35) 
 X\ = »
  − 2QX  \ÄZL]q O\ÄZ] (4.36) 
 X\ = »
  − 2QX  \ÄZLq O (4.37) 
 \ = »
  − 2Q  \ÄZLk O (4.38) 
 2 = dX\
6¥\ 
6 − 96 (4.39) 
 á2 = d»
 6 − 2QX  »
¥ 6 −  − 2Q  \ÄZ
kq 96 (4.40) 
 á2 = \ÄZ
kq d V»
 6 − 2IX V 	96 (4.41) 
Step three due an FFT based cross correlation with interpolation for peak finding.  Step four find the coarse delay 
based on the lag of correlation coefficient γmn [Pinto 2000].  Figure 4.6 shows the time delay estimate and the 
corresponding phase.  
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 Figure 4.6 Cross Correlation Time Delay Estimate, and Phase delay estimate for cross correlation Phase  
4.3.3  Phase Unwrapping–Free DEM Reconstruction – First step is breaking down the image into blocks 
selecting control points at the center and estimating the height.  Create a coarse Digital Elevation Map (DEM) from 
those points by Least-Mean-Squares or interpolation.  Resample the control blocks on to a reference plane.  
Interferometric phase variation  is 
 Δ~ = 	−4@6 öΔℎI	A=3B − 4@6 öΔ;I	H3B (4.42) 
b is the baseline, λ is the wavelength,  ∆h is the change height, R is the range, θ is the direction of arrival, and ∆r is 
the change in range.  This is known as interferogram flattening generating a phase map that is proportional to the 
terrain map which is added back in after DEM conversion. The maximum measured coherence is the real plane [Bai 
et al. 2010].  Similar to fast-factored-back-projection. 
4.4  Bayesian and Regulation Methods 
The limitations of the algorithms required a more precise phase measurement technique.  Adaptive and maximum 
likelihood methods [Dias & Leitao 2002] offer a better alternative to phase unwrapping in this environment.  Phase 
unwrapping as a constrained optimization problem using a maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation is a 
viable approach for bathymetric height estimation [Barclay et al. 2003]  [Chen 2001].  Chen takes it a step further 
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and derives a joint statistics of interferometric data and incorporates the statistics into a non-linear cost function.  
Below is a brief explanation of phase unwrapping methods.   
4.4.1  Belief Propogation (BP) is a statistical filtering approach used to search a volume of height likelihoods.  This 
volume is generated by remapping the slant range imagery onto a set of height differing ground planes, calculate the 
variance, convert the variance to likelihood find a maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation by either using a 
Bayesian or Hidden-Markov-Random-Field approach to make an estimate of the height using belief propagation as a 
statistical filter to find the most likely surface, given a volume of measured likelihood estimates and the expected 
variation between neighboring points [Barclay 2003]  [Barclay 2006].   An alternative method is to back-project the 
echo data into the volume to be reconstructed [Hayes 2008].  A volumetric factor graph model which represents the 
joint probability distribution of the scene along with the Greedy algorithm is used to reconstruction a three-
dimensional image of the scene [Forne 2007].  Maximum Likelihood (ML) phase difference is used to give the best 
estimate of the phase instead of phase unwrapping.  Using the Max-product algorithm the belief B at node i for the 
hth  height is. 
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4.4.2  ZpiM Method (ZpiM ) An effective algorithm for absolute phase estimation from incomplete, noisy and 
modulo-2 observations in interferometric aperture radar and sonar (InSAR/InSAS).  Bayesian viewpoint is adopted; 
the observation density is 2pi periodic and accounts for the interferometric pair decorrelation and system noise; the a 
priori probability of the absolute phase is modeled by a compound Gauss–Markov random field (CGMRF) tailored 
to piecewise smooth absolute phase images.  An iterative scheme for the computation of the maximum a posteriori 
probability (MAP) absolute phase estimate, where each iteration embodies a discrete optimization step (Z -step), 
implemented by network programming techniques, and an iterative conditional modes (ICM) step (pi-step). 
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Accordingly, the algorithm is termed ZpiM , where the letter M stands for maximization.  An important contribution 
of ZpiM is the simultaneous implementation of phase unwrapping, and smoothing.  This improves considerably the 
accuracy of the absolute phase estimates compared to methods in which the data is low-pass filtered prior to 
unwrapping [Dias 2002].  
4.4.3  Multiple frequency interferometry is, basically, a phase acquisition strategy aimed at reducing or 
eliminating the ambiguity of the wrapped phase observations or, equivalently, reducing or eliminating the fringe 
ambiguity order. In multiple frequency interferometry, the phase measurements are acquired at different frequencies 
(or wavelengths) and recorded using the corresponding sensors (measurement channels).  Assuming that the 
absolute phase to be reconstructed is piece-wise smooth, we use a nonparametric regression technique for the phase 
reconstruction. The nonparametric estimates are derived from a local least squares criterion, which, when applied to 
the multi-frequency data, yields denoised (filtered) phase estimates with extended ambiguity (periodized), compared 
with the phase ambiguities inherent to each measurement frequency. The filtering algorithm is based on local 
polynomial (LPA) approximation for design of nonlinear filters (estimators) and adaptation of these filters to 
unknown smoothness of the spatially varying absolute phase.  For phase unwrapping, from filtered periodized data, 
we apply the recently introduced robust (in the sense of discontinuity preserving) PUMA unwrapping algorithm.  
Simulations give evidence that the proposed algorithm yields state-of-the-art performance for continuous as well as 
for discontinues phase surfaces, enabling phase unwrapping in extraordinary difficult situations when all other 
algorithms fail. [Matias 2006] [Dias 2007] [Katkovnik 2010] 
4.4.4  PUMF   Phase Unwrapping Max Flow (PUMF) algorithm was developed by SAR data.  PUMF is an energy 
minimization approach using binary moves optimization scheme adopted from the ZpiM algorithm similar to the 
classic Lp Norm mapped on to a max-flow problem.  PUMF was benchmarked against the previous mentioned PU 
algorithms with very positive results [Matias 2006].   
4.4.5 Markov Random Field phase unwrapping method using a region-based Markov Random Field (MRF) model.  
Specifically, the phase image is segmented into regions within which the phase is not wrapped. Then, the phase 
image is unwrapped between different regions using an improved Highest Confidence First (HCF) algorithm to 
optimize the MRF model. The proposed method has desirable theoretical properties as well as an efficient 
implementation. Simulations and experimental results on MRI images show that the proposed method provides 
similar or improved phase unwrapping than Phase Unwrapping Max-flow/min-cut (PUMA) method and ZpiM 
method [Dong & Ji 2010]. 
Summary 
There exists a plethora of phase unwrapping algorithms, too many to mention.  Robustness and accuracy are the 
desired attributes.   Computational time and memory consumption are the limiting factors in choosing a technique 
for a real time system.  The cross-correlation and vernier method are equally suited for phase unwrapping.  The 
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Bayesian Regulation methods are well suited for InSAS systems operating in noisy shallow water enviornments.   
Belief Propagation and ZpiM have the potential of becoming the algorithm of choice. 
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Chapter 5 Data Analysis 
The purpose of this research was to develop a robust signal processing technique for an InSAS system.  The 
challenges were to choose a beamforming technique that would preserve the phase and be suitable to produce a SAS 
image; secondly, to find a phase unwrapping technique robust enough to unwrap the phase in a noisy environment; 
and finally, to produce a three dimensional bathymetric image suitable for automatic target recognition.  In the 
beginning of chapter two I presented the flowchart shown again in Figure 5.1 for bathymetric reconstruction.  The 
highlighted fields represent the work performed for this dissertation research. 
 
Figure  5.1 Flowchart for Bathymetric Reconstruction. 
In the process I have been working on the development of the InSAS toolbox that is a platform for testing InSAS 
algorithms, processing InSAS data, and producing three dimensional bathymetric maps. 
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Figure 5.2  InSAS Toolbox 
For this research I worked with simulated raw stave data produced by the Personal Computing Shallow Water 
Acoustic Toolbox Version 10 (PC SWAT).  PC SWAT uses the Gaussian RAy Bundle (GRAB) model for the 
propagation and high frequency environmental models.  It uses a three dimensional height map to describe the sea 
bottom terrain.  For this simulation the AUV was flying at five meters above the seafloor at a depth of ten meters 
from the surface.  The array was on a tilt angle of ten degrees.  The incident signal is a linear frequency modulated 
chirp centered at 175 kHz with a bandwidth of 30 kHz, a pulse period of 1.0 millisecond, a pulse repetition rate of 
66.67 milliseconds, a beamwidth of 30°, and a sound pressure level of 220 dB re 1 µ Pascal.   
The raw stave data prior to signal processing is for 1600 pings in the along-track direction and 3984 time samples in 
the across-track direction.  The scene to be imaged contains three geometric shapes:  at a range of twenty meters 
there is a cube with dimensions of one meter, at a range of thirty meters a cylinder that is half a meter in diameter 
with a length of one meter pointed on a forty-five degree angle towards the array, and at a range of forty meters 
there is a one meter diameter sphere.  Range migration causes the reflection from the sphere to spread in the along-
track direction.  The raw sonar data has high intensity in the near range and fades in the far range.  This is due to the 
loss in intensity from spherical spreading, and is compensated for with use of a time varying gain routine.   The raw 
stave data is presented in Figure 5.3. 
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 Figure 5.3 Raw sonar data with cube, cylinder and sphere. 
In this research I investigated two beamformers: wavenumber and chirp scaling.  Early on in my research the chirp-
scaling seemed to produce the best image, but after adjusting some of the parameters I found the wavenumber to 
produce an image just as good as chirp-scaling.   The synthetic aperture sonar image in Figure 5.4 was produced 
using the wavenumber beamformer.   The synthetic aperture sonar image in Figure 5.5 was produced with the chirp-
scaling beamformer.   There is a little smearing in the cross range in the chirp-scaling that can easily be corrected 
with an adjustment to beamforming parameters. 
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 Figure 5.4 Synthetic Aperture Sonar image with three geometric objects (cube, cylinder and sphere) produced with 
wavenumber processing. 
 
Figure 5.5 Synthetic Aperture Sonar image with three geometric objects (cube, cylinder and sphere) produced with 
chirp-scale processing. 
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There are two artifacts that run parallel to the along-track direction.  The first is caused by the beamforming and the 
second is caused by the time varying gain.  At forty meters there are two artifacts produced by the sphere where the 
energy was picked up in the sidelobes.   For the rest of the research I choose to use the chirp-scaling beamformed 
image because it is computationally faster, requires less memory, and is phase preserving.    
I modeled the true phase based on the geometry of the system for four of the baselines.  The modeled phases run 
parallel to each other, and the offset is a function of wavelength and baseline.  The modeled phase is needed to 
measure the performance of the phase unwrapping algorithm. 
 
 Figure 5.6 Modeled phase for four array pairs with baselines of 11λ (blue), 1λ (black), 10λ (red), and 22λ (green). 
I created an interferogram from the measured phase differences for the 11λ baseline from the image in Figure 5.5.  
The colored fringes represent the phase jumps from pi to -pi.  I overlaid the measured phase difference for a single 
ping that ensonified the cube.  From the measured wrapped phase I generated the unwrapped phase using the Itoh 
method.  I then shifted and plotted the unwrapped phase to align with the wrapped phase.   This shows how the 
phase jumps align with the fringes and how the height of the object affects the phase.   The phase unwrapping 
technique missed a pi/2 phase jump caused by an arctangent boundary.  The artifacts that are parallel to the track at a 
range of 27 and 37 meters are also caused by the arctangent boundary.  Both incidences corrupt the unwrapped 
phase, but are easily removed in the other phase unwrapping routines [Abbas 2005].   
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Figure 5.7 Interferogram with an 11λ baseline for the seafloor image, overlaid with the measured phase in blue and 
the true phase in black. 
The 1λ baseline has only one phase jump at a range of eight meters and is easily unwrapped, however the resolution 
is insufficient for bathymetric height determination. 
 
 Figure 5.8 Interferogram for the 1λ baseline. 
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In Figure 5.9 the wrapped phase is unwrapped and fitted to the modeled phase using Eq. (5.1) 
 Φ = ÷}9è
Φ − H3è h\Âå
W\Ý{ i (5.1) 
 
 Figure 5.9 Unwrapped phase is fitted to the modeled phase for a 1 λ baseline, with the wrapped phase (blue), 
unwrapped phase (black), and modeled phase (cyan). 
The bathymetry produced from the interferogram for the 1 λ baseline in Figure 5.10 gives an average height of half a 
meter, for the one meter cube, as indicated by the colorbar to the right with height in meters.   This is insufficient 
accuracy for this application. 
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 Figure 5.10 Bathymetry for cube 1λ baseline. 
The phase information for the 11λ baseline for a single ping is shown in Figure 5.11.  The measured wrapped phase 
is shown in blue, and, is unwrapped using the Itoh method.  The true phase in black is then fitted to the modeled 
phase in cyan.   
 
Figure 5.11 Unwrapped phase fitted to modeled phase for a single sounding with the zero phase instant in red, the 
measured wrapped phase in blue, the modeled phase in cyan and the fitted unwrapped phase in black. 
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This method has several ambiguous phase jumps and is not robust enough to obtain a direction of arrival suitable for 
bathymetric height determination.  From the unwrapped phase I produced the direction of arrival and calculated the 
bathymetric height.  The bathymetric image of scene is presented in Figure 5.12.   Using this method I have 
therefore obtained an average height of 0.75 meters, which is fairly close to the actual height of one meter, but still 
insufficiently accurate for this application. 
 
 Figure 5.12 Bathymetric height of the cube. 
Vernier Method 
The Vernier principle is based on the information redundancies between baselines to estimate the exact phase in the 
interferometric equation expressed as the direction of arrival (see chapter four for details) [Sintes 2011].   
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The vernier method works by finding the rotation counter pairs (m1,m2) ∈ {1,2,3,4}2  that minimizes the phase 
difference.  
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The direction of arrival curves Cos(θ+ψ) for the 1λ baseline and the 11λ baseline derived from Eq. (5.2) are shown 
in Figure 5.13.   The curves that overlap provide the true phase.   The direction of arrival derived from the MUSIC 
algorithm in blue is used to select the direction of arrival for the true phase.  
 
Figure 5.13 Vernier Method:  the phase expressed as the direction of arrival Cos(θ+ψ)  for the 1λ baseline in red and 
the 11λ baseline in green with the MUSIC direction of arrival in blue.   
MUSIC is a method of eigenvalue decomposition of the correlation matrix, where the noise subspace is orthogonal 
to the signal noise subspace.   The signal is projected on to the noise subspace providing null values at the true 
direction of arrival (see chapter 3for more details).   The directions of arrival are given by the pseudo-spectral peaks 
(the inverse of the null-spectrum).  Thus sources are resolved if the estimated null-spectrum contains nulls at or in 
the immediate neighborhoods of the true direction of arrival [Llort-Pujol 2007].   
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 Figure 5.14 Music Algorithm: top plot is the Normalized pseudo-spectrum verse direction of arrival, bottom plot is 
the direction of arrival verse range. 
I used MUSIC to obtain the direction of arrival and fused it with the direction of arrival derived using the vernier 
method.   I was able to produce the bathymetric height for the whole scene with very accurate results, as shown in 
figure 5.15 where the cube height is found to be one meter. 
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 Figure 5.15 Bathymetry of the cube using the vernier method. 
 
Array Calibration 
On the first run of the vernier method, I noticed that the phase lines were crossing.  The phase lines should remain 
parallel for each of the baselines.   Figure 5.16 shows the crossings of the phase expressed as direction of arrival 
verse range.  There are several possibilities for this discrepancy.   It could be an error in the baseline measurement, 
misalignment in the baselines, and misalignment of the tilt angle.   
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Figure 5.16 Error in the phase: seen as a crossing of the direction of arrival for each of the baselines.  Theoretical in 
blue,  10 λ baseline in black, 11 λ baseline in red , and 1 λ baseline in green. 
In this section I present a method to calibrate the array with a priori knowledge of the perceived seafloor, baseline, 
and tilt angle.  I did a polynomial fit of the theoretical direction of arrival with the direction of arrival function of the 
baseline less the theoretical direction of arrival.  I used the coefficients of the polynomial to obtain an error estimate.  
I used the mean and standard deviation to adjust the direction of arrival function.  Figure 5.17 is the adjusted 
direction of arrivals, it can be seen that they are now parallel.   
 
 Figure 5.17 Adjusted direction of arrival. 
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To test the calibration, a single sounding for a baseline of twelve wavelengths in a flat area of the seafloor was used 
to calculate the measured cos(θ +ψ).  It aligned precisely with the theoretical value and produced a relatively good 
bathymetric height. 
 
 Figure 5.18 Calibrated direction of arrival and bathymetry for a single ping over a flat bottom. 
I then tested the calibration over the cube and found a height of exactly one meter for the cube.  
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Figure 5.19 Bathymetry over the cube. 
Robustness &Performance 
Robustness and accuracy are the desired attributes.   Computational time and memory consumption are the limiting 
factors in choosing a technique for a real time system.  Methods for quantifying the robustness of the algorithm are: 
Standard deviation of the depth estimate as a function of the standard deviation of the phase, height sensitivity, 
height ambiguity, fringe frequency, critical baseline, baseline dependent coherence, computational speed, 
computational memory usage, noise susceptibility, phase accuracy, image accuracy and pixel resolution.    
(Quantifying information about robustness and performance can be found in subsequent reports) 
 
Summary 
I produced an image of the seafloor using the chirp-scale beamforming technique.  I unwrapped the phase difference 
using the vernier method for interferometry.  I fused the direction of arrival from the vernier method with the 
direction of arrival obtained from the MUSIC algorithm to precisely produce bathymetric height for the cube.   
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
In this dissertation I presented basic principles for the phase based on underwater acoustics , a motion estimation and 
motion compensation technique for autonomous underwater vehicles, signal processing techniques for producing a 
SAS image, Interferometry and bathymetry as it pertains to InSAS systems, and finally the chirpscale-vernier-
MUSIC algorithm. 
Learn from the system 
The Bayesian Regulation methods are best suited for InSAS systems operating in shallow water.  Adaptive filtering 
methods MVDR, MUSIC, ESPRIT, are well suited for direction of arrival determination.  The combined chirp-
scale, vernier, MUSIC combination offers a stable solution to bathymetric height in a noisy environment. 
Improvements over previous systems 
The bathymetry obtained from previous methods was not as accurate as that from the chirp scale vernier method 
with MUSIC algorithm. 
Future Developments  
In the near future the research will continue with a fusion of the Bayes regulation methods with the vernier and cross 
correlation methods, develop a graphical user interface for the InSAS toolbox, develop an algorithm based purely on 
eigen value decomposition including filtering, motion compensation, beamforming and interferometry, and a 
comparison study of InSAS signal processing based on robustness and performance with emphasis on beamforming 
and phase unwrapping.  
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Appendix 
Appendix 1 Chen-Millero-Li Equation 
The Speed of Sound in seawater. 
 c(S,T,P) =    Cw(T,P) + A(T,P)S + B(T,P)S3/2 + D(T,P)S2 (A.1.1) 
Cw is the sound speed of pure water, A, B and D are the salinity related terms 
  Cw(T,P) =  (C00 + C01T + C02T2 + C03T3 + C04T4 + C05T5) + 
   (C10 + C11T + C12T2 + C13T3 + C14T4)P + 
   (C20 +C21T +C22T2 + C23T3 + C24T4)P2 + 
   (C30 + C31T + C32T2)P3 
 
(A.1.2) 
 A(T,P) =    (A00 + A01T + A02T2 + A03T3 + A04T4) + 
   (A10 + A11T + A12T2 + A13T3 + A14T4)P + 
   (A20 + A21T + A22T2 + A23T3)P2 + 
   (A30 + A31T + A32T2)P3 
(A.1.3) 
 B(T,P) =  B00 + B01T + (B10 + B11T)P (A.1.4) 
  D(T,P) =  D00 + D10P (A.1.5) 
T = temperature in degrees Celsius, S = salinity in Practical Salinity Units parts per thousand (ppt), P = pressure in 
bar kPa 
Range of validity: temperature 0 to 40 °C, salinity 0 to 40 parts per thousand (ppt), pressure 0 to 1000 bar (Wong 
and Zhu, 1995). 
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Table 1.1 Chen-Millero-Li Equation Coefficients 
Coefficients Numerical values Coefficients Numerical 
values 
C00 1402.388 A02 7.166E-5 
C01 5.03830 A03 2.008E-6 
C02 -5.81090E-2 A04 -3.21E-8 
C03 3.3432E-4 A10 9.4742E-5 
C04 -1.47797E-6 A11 -1.2583E-5 
C05 3.1419E-9 A12 -6.4928E-8 
C10 0.153563 A13 1.0515E-8 
C11 6.8999E-4 A14 -2.0142E-10 
C12 -8.1829E-6 A20 -3.9064E-7 
C13 1.3632E-7 A21 9.1061E-9 
C14 -6.1260E-10 A22 -1.6009E-10 
C20 3.1260E-5 A23 7.994E-12 
C21 -1.7111E-6 A30 1.100E-10 
C22 2.5986E-8 A31 6.651E-12 
C23 -2.5353E-10 A32 -3.391E-13 
C24 1.0415E-12 B00 -1.922E-2 
C30 -9.7729E-9 B01 -4.42E-5 
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C31 3.8513E-10 B10 7.3637E-5 
C32 -2.3654E-12 B11 1.7950E-7 
A00 1.389 D00 1.727E-3 
A01 -1.262E-2 D10 -7.9836E-6 
 
Attenuation The attenuation rate is usually expressed in decibels, but it is usually provided in nepers/m, so to 
convert to dB/km 
 α
BZ/"[ = 10 × 10 log e]α
U\Ø\Yg/[ (A.1.6) 
 dB	loss = 20log	e$]# = 8.686α\R (A.1.7) 
20log (e) = 8.686 is the conversion from nepers to dB where e is Napier’s constant napier ≈ nepers, equal to (e = 
2.718, ln e = 1), but it obtains the e from Euler.  The attenuation loss per unit of range is 
 α = dB	lossdistance = 8.686α\RR = 8.686α\	dB/m (A.1.8) 
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Appendix 2 Windowing 
Here is a collection of common weighting function used throughout signal processing.   The functions are then 
compared in the time domain and the frequency domain.   
Boxcar 
(rectangular)   
Å
3 = 1√ (A.2.1) 
The boxcar uses uniform weighting that drops off immediately causing very strong ripples at the edges known as 
Gibbs phenomenon.   
Gaussian     Å
3 = X2
óX/Û
óX/ k  (A.2.2) 
 Hamming  Å
3 = .54 − .46	cos	 2@3 − 1 (A.2.3) 
In the frequency domain the Boxcar (blue) has a narrow main beam with very high uniform sidelobes.  The 
Gaussian (green) has a wider main beam with uniform sidelobes that are down by –30 dB.  The Hamming (red) is 
very close to the Gaussian with a slightly narrower main beam and slightly stronger sidelobes. 
 
Figure A.2.1 Boxcar  (blue), Gaussian (green), and Hamming (red). 
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Tukey 
Å
3 =
a
bbc
1																																																										0 ≤ |n| ≤ αN212e1 + }A Ö@ 3 − é
N22
1 − éN2×f 						α
N2 ≤ |n| ≤ Ng
hhi (A.2.4) 
Blackman         
 Å
3 = .42 − .5 cos  2@3 − 1 +	 .08}A  4@3 − 1 (A.2.5) 
Hann  
 Å
3 = .5 cos h1 − }A  2@3 − 1i (A.2.6) 
These three windows sidelobes are tappered.  The Tukey (blue) window has inconsistant width sidelobes.  The 
Blackman(green) windows has a wider central lobe with a loss in magnitude of the sidelobes.  The Hann (red) 
window has a medium main lobes and even width sidelobes. 
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Figure A. 2.2 Tukey (blue), Blackman (green) ,  and Hann (red). 
Dolph- 
Chebychev Å
/ = 
−1
a
bc}A j	}AX £Æ	}A L
@/ O¦l}Aℎ	}AX
Æ] g
hi (A.2.7) 
Dolph-Chebychev is constructed in the frequency domain.  It allows for the selection of the sidelobe magnitude for a 
given mainbeam width.  
 Æ = }A § 1	}AℎX
10j¨  (A.2.8) 
α determines the sidelobe attenuation. 
Kaiser 
Å
3 = ( h@é1 − L 23 − 1 − 1O
i(@é  (A.2.9) 
Kaiser uses Bessel functions   I0 is the zeroth order Bessel function, α determines the sidelobe attenuation . 
Bartlett  The coefficients for a Bartlett window are : 
For N Odd 
 Å
3 = k23 																																																										0 ≤ n ≤ N22 − 23 																																																N2 ≤ n ≤ Nl
 (A.2.10) 
For N even, L is the length of the window L=N+1 
 Å
3 = k 23 																																																										0 ≤ n ≤ L2 − 12 − 2
 − 3 																																																L2 ≤ n ≤ Nl
 (A.2.11) 
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Figure A. 2.3 Chebychev (blue), Kaiser(green) ,  and Bartlet (red). 
Butterworth D
. = V 11 + .2 (A.2.12) 
Butterworth filters are used as high and low pass filters.  They have the maximum flat top frequency response with a 
gentle roll off.  ω is the normalized cutoff frequency at which the magnitude response of the filter is equal to  X√	   
(approx. -3 dB), and n is the number of poles in the filter. 
 
Figure A.2.4 Butterworth filter  
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Appendix 3 Basic Math 
Total Derivatives 
Consider a four-dimensional function 
 ¸
, 1, , - (A.3.1) 
The total derivative with respect to t is 
 
9¸9 = --¸ 99  -¸-1 919  -¸- 99  -¸-- 9-9  (A.3.2) 
Multiply through by the time derivative 
 9¸  --¸ 9  -¸-1 91  -¸- 9  -¸-- 9- (A.3.3) 
Integrate to get back to the original function 
 d 9¸  d --¸ 9  d -¸-1 91  d -¸- 9  d -¸-- 9- (A.3.4) 
 ¸  d --¸ 9  d -¸-1 91  d -¸- 9  d -¸-- 9- (A.3.5) 
Taylor series expansion for square roots  
 √1 + 1 ≈ ¤ −1223!
1 − 233! 42 12
ì
2Ò( = 1 + 12 − 1
8 + 116 +	⋯ (A.3.6) 
Geometric series 
 ¤xUìUÒ( = 
1 − xX							x < 1 
(A.3.7) 
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Maclaurin series for (1- x)-n for |x| < 1 which is the geometric series 1+x+x2+x3+…..  That can be approximated as  
 ¤12 ≈ 1 − 121 − 1
2X
2Ò(  
(A.3.8) 
Euler identity 
 \ − \=2 = A=3
1 (A.3.9) 
 A=3
1 = A=3
@1@1 	 (A.3.10) 
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Appendix 4 Green’s Theorem & H-K Integral 
The development of the H-K integral is as follows.  The source ensonifies the surface and each incremental area 
becomes a source of a Huygen’s wavelet.  The wavelets expand spherically and reach the point Q [Clay & Medwin 
1977]. 
 
Figure A.4.5 The surface of the H-K integral:  relates the wave field U on the scattering surface to the field U(Q) at a 
singularity at point Q for a surface enclosed by S, S’ is a unit surface area that has a radius of a  [Clay & Medwin 
1977] . 
The sound pressure at Q is the integral over all the wavelets.   
 d  ∙ Fdv = dF ∙ dsgt  (A.4.1) 
F is the field vector and the divergence of the field is the net outward flux of energy from a source.  dv is the 
incremental volume, and ds is the incremental area.  Let F be the field and the field gradient 
FX = UX∇U		and	F = U∇UX			 (A.4.2) 
U1 and U2 are arbitrary field vectors that are solutions to the wave equation.  Replace U by its normal component 
 ∇U	 ∙ ds = −∂U∂n Lxn cosα  yn cosβ  zn cosγO ds = 	− ∂U∂n 	hxn + yn + zni = −∂U∂n ds (A.4.3) 
Normal component 
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 −dUX ∂U∂n − U
∂UX∂n ds =g d(UX∇
U − U∇UX)t dv (A.4.4) 
Consider the wave equation  
 ∇U(x, y, z) + ωc (x, y, z) = 0	 (A.4.5) 
 U∇UX = ω

c UUX		and		UX∇U =
ω
c UXU	 
(A.4.6) 
Therefore 
 d(UX∇U − U∇UX)t dv = 0	 (A.4.7) 
 −dUX ∂U∂n − U
∂UX∂n ds =g 0 
(A.4.8) 
Let  U = \MFxy#  
 −dUX ∂∂n
e"#
R −
e"#
R
∂UX∂n ds =g −d UX
∂
∂n
e"z
a −
e"z
a
∂UX∂n ds′gÎ  
(A.4.9) 
Evaluate the RHS by taking the limit at point Q as a goes to zero. 
 limz→( 
−d jUX e"za −ik − 1a − e"za ∂UX∂a l adΩMN(  = U(Q)d dΩMN( = U(Q)4π (A.4.10) 
Therefore 
 U(Q) = 14πdUX
∂
∂n
e"#
R −
e"#
R
∂UX∂n dsg  
(A.4.11) 
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Appendix 5 Scattering Function 
Given the pressure 
 P = RXP(R(RX + R  
(A.5.1) 
P is pressure, R12 is the coherent reflection coefficient and is frequency dependent, P0 R0 is the pressure at 1 meter 
from the source.   Root Mean Square (RMS) average coherent reflection coefficient is   
 〈RX〉 = 〈P〉 RX + RP(R(  
(A.5.2) 
The probability of occurrence of an elevation between ξ  and (ξ + ∂ ξ ) is ( wa(ξ) ∂ξ ) where  wa(ξ) is the probability 
distribution function of the rough surface.  The effect of ξ on the signal is to alter the phase by (-2k ξ cos θ).  The 
mean value of the coherent reflection coefficient is  
 〈RX〉 = RXd e"|_}gCwzìì (ξ)dξ (A.5.3) 
The equation is similar to the Fourier transform.  The inverse of the transform is the probability distribution 
function.  Therefore the distribution function can be calculated by taking a measurement of 〈IX〉 over a wide range 
of frequencies.   
 RXwz(ξ) = d 〈RX〉e"|_}gCd 2kξcosθ2π 
ì
ì
 
(A.5.4) 
 wz(ξ) = 1πRXd 〈RX〉e"|_}gCdkcosθ
ì
ì
 
(A.5.5) 
Assume the bottom has a Gaussian distribution and σ is the RMS roughness.  
 wz(ξ) = 1√2πσ e |kk (A.5.6) 
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The Coherent reflection coefficient for a surface having a Gaussian probability density function is 
 〈RX〉 = RX 1√2πσd e
 |kke"|_}gCdξì
ì
 
(A.5.7) 
 〈RX〉 = RX 1√2πσ 
d e |kk cos(2kξcosθ) dξ −ìì i d e |kk sin(2kξcosθ) dξìì     (A.5.8) 
This is an even function so the equation simplifies to  
 〈RX〉 = RX 2√2πσd e
 |kk cos(2kξcosθ) dξì
(
 
(A.5.9) 
 〈RX〉 = RXe"kk_}gkC (A.5.10) 
The scattering function S is a function of size shape orientation and frequency (see appendix) [Clay & Medwin 
1977]. 
 <(θX, ϕX, θ, ϕ, f) (A.5.11) 
The scattered pressure P is equal to the incident pressure Pi  on the Area A times the scattering functions S divided 
by the range R2 from the object to the receiver.      
 P = P\ A
θX, ϕXR <
θX, ϕX, θ, ϕ, f (A.5.12) 
The incident pressure is the RMS pressure at range. 
 P\ = R(P(RX  (A.5.13) 
R1 is the range from the source to the scatter, and P0 R0 is the pressure at 1 meter from the source.  Integrate over the 
duration of the signal pulse. 
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 d Ppk dt = R( d P(pq dtA
θX, ϕXRXR <
θX, ϕX, θ, ϕ, f (A.5.14) 
T1 is the duration of the incident signal, and T2 is the duration of all arrivals from area A.   
  
 
A = π∆x∆φRXcosθ  (A.5.15) 
Area A is an ellipse with axis a = R1∆x and axis b = R1∆φ, R1 is range, and θ is the angle of incidents.  For 
backscatter R1= R2= R 
 d Ppk dt = R( d P(pq dt ARM <
θX, ϕX, θ, ϕ, f (A.5.16) 
Solve for the scattering function  
 <
θX, ϕX, θ, ϕ, f = o Ppk dtR( o P(pq dt R
MA  (A.5.17) 
P incident pressure, R is range, P0R0 is the reference pressure at 1 meter range, and A is the area.   
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Appendix 6 Principle of Stationary Phase  
 ~
¿ = −2/½1 + 
 −  − /¿ (A.6.1) 
The first derivative of the phase is 
 ~′
¿ = 2/
 − ½1 + 
 −  − /¿ (A.6.2) 
Solve for the stationary point where the first derivative is equal to zero φ’(u*) = 0. 
 ∗ =  − /¿1½4/ − /¿1 (A.6.3) 
Substitute u* into φ
 (u*) to obtain the phase transform 
 ~
¿∗ = −2/½1 + 
 − ∗ − /¿∗ (A.6.4) 
 ~
¿∗ = −½4/ − /¿1 − /¿ (A.6.5) 
Use the quotient rule to obtain the second derivative of the phase 
 ~′′
¿ = − 2/1
1 + 
 −  (A.6.6) 
The second derivative is used to scale the amplitude to k space 
 ê = V− =2@~′′
¿∗ (A.6.7) 
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 ê = V− 8@/1=
4/ − /¿ (A.6.8) 
 ê ≈ @1=/  (A.6.9) 
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Appendix 7  Matrix Inversion Lemma 
Let A and B be two positive m x m matrices related by 
  = X + X¥ (A.7.1) 
Where D is a positive definite n x m matrix and C is an m x n matrix.  According to the matrix inversion 
lemma, if there is a matrix A, its inverse is 
 X = − 
+¥X¥ (A.7.2) 
It applies to the equations above as follows  
  = 52 (A.7.3) 
 X = 652X (A.7.4) 
  = 12 (A.7.5) 
  = 1 (A.7.6) 
 5UX = 65UXX − 65UXX 121U95UXX1 + 6X1U95UXX 12  (A.7.7) 
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Appendix 8 Range-Doppler Algorithm 
Developed by J. MacDonald and W. Dettwiler in 1978 and expanded on by C. Wu in 1982 at Joint Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL) for spaceborn SAR.  A basebanded, range compressed signal is transformed to the range-Doppler 
domain by an azimuth FFT.  A range cell migration correction is applied.  Azimuth filtering or secondary range 
compression followed by an IFFT to form the image [Soumekh 1999].  
Range-Doppler inversion scheme  
 ¸G¬1, /À­ = Å¬/À­,¬1, /À­	ℱ¿{	A<»
, /¿} (A.8.1) 
W(ky) is the window function (see appendix A2), qQ(x, ky) is the along-track compression, Fu is the coordinate 
transformation into the spatial Doppler wavenumber domain. 
	A<»
, /¿ = ℱ¿{AA»
, } 
 	A<»
, /¿ = ℱ¿{AA»
, } (A.8.2) 
The coordinate transform is 
 1
, /¿ ≡ 2 1 − 
/¿] (A.8.3) 
 /À
, /¿ ≡ /¿ (A.8.4) 
The curvature factor is 
 
/¿ = 1V1 −  /¿2/(
− 1 
(A.8.5) 
 
/¿ ≈ 12  /¿2/( (A.8.6) 
two-dimensional along-track compression phase only 
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 ,¬1, /À­ = 4/( − /À\MZkÊkZZ ≈ 4/( − /À\ ÊkMZZ  (A.8.7) 
The PSF necessary for focusing 
 
, /¿ , 1 = © § − 2 ∆I(, 1()¨ \hMZkíkiZ  (A.8.8) 
 
, /¿, 1( ≈ © j − 1(  /¿2/(l \ í
kMZZ
 
(A.8.9) 
Range migration locus in the range-Doppler domain for a target at x0  
 ∆I(/¿, 1() = 1((/¿) (A.8.10) 
The target at range x0 scribes out a locus in the time Doppler matrix given by  
 (/¿, 1() = 2 1(1 + (/¿) (A.8.11) 
The final image estimate is 
 «¸ »¸¬1, /À­« = «GÀX±¸G»¬1, /À­²« (A.8.12) 
 «¸ »¸¬1, /À­« = VA=3 2Á 1 A=3 27  ¸¸(1, )V (A.8.13) 
Appendix 9 Raney’s Range-Doppler signal 
Raney showed that it was possible to obtain the required range-Doppler signal without using Stolt mapping or pulse 
compression.  The basebanded return signal from a point target at x0 and Kc is the chirp rate [Hawkins 1996].  
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 (, )
= H h − 2 1( + , 1(, −i ; Ö −
2 ½1( +  ×\Éñïh]Zk¡¿ki
k\Z	Zk¡¿k	 (A.9.1) 
The Phase is  
 ~
 = @ò h − 2 1( + i−.» (A.9.2) 
The first derivative of the phase 
 ~Î
 = 2@ò h − 2 1( + i−.» (A.9.3) 
The second derivative of the phase 
 ~ÎÎ
 = 2@ò (A.9.4) 
The stationary point is  
 ∗ = .»2@ò + 2 1( +  (A.9.5) 
The complex constant 
 êX = V =ò (A.9.6) 
The transform phase is  
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 
.» ≡ ~
∗ = .»4@ò − 2/»1( +  (A.9.7) 
The temporal transform of the returned echo is  
 ¢
.» = V =ò ê
., 1, −;  .»2@ò \ Ä
kMÉñï\Zk¡¿k
 
(A.9.8) 
Transform into the spatial domain 
 ¢¢
.» , /¿ = V 1@/ò ê
/¿;  .»2@ò \ Ä
kMÉñï\MkíkZ
 (A.9.9) 
Expansion of the phase term 
 ½4/ − /¿ = 4
/( + 2/(/» + /» − /¿ (A.9.10) 
 ½4/ − /¿ = 2/(Vjh1 − /¿4/(i + h2/»/( + /»/(il (A.9.11) 
 
½4/ − /¿ = 2/( h1 − /¿4/(i
X

1 + 2/»/( + /»
/(1 − /¿4/( 

X
 
(A.9.12) 
 Æ = V1 − /¿4/( (A.9.13) 
Using a Taylor Series Approximation the equation becomes 
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 ½4/ − /¿ ≈ 2/(Æ j1 + 12Æ h2/»/( + /»/(i − 18ÆM 2/»/( l (A.9.14) 
 ½4/ − /¿ = 2/(Æ + 2/(Æ2Æ h2/»/( + /»/(i − 2/(Æ8ÆM 4/»/(  (A.9.15) 
 ½4/ − /¿ = 2/(Æ + 2/»Æ + /»/(Æ − /»/(Æ (A.9.16) 
 ½4/ − /¿ = 2.(Æ + 2.»Æ + .».(Æ − .».(Æ (A.9.17) 
The phase function is 
 ~
.» = − .»4@ò − ½4/ − /¿1 + .» (A.9. 18) 
 ~
.» = − .»4@ò − 1 h2.(Æ + 2.»Æ + .».(Æ − .».(Æi + .» (A.9.19) 
 ~
.» = .» − 14@ò − 1.(Æ + 1.(Æ + .»  − 21Æ − 2.(1Æ  (A.9.20) 
This is a quadratic approximation to Stolt mapping of the wavenumber algorithm. 
The stationary point of the phase function is  
 .»∗ =  − 21Æ§ 14@ò + 1.( Æ − 1Æ ¨ (A.9.21) 
Range-Doppler phase is  
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 
.» ≡ ~
 = 14 § 14@ò + 1.( Æ − 1Æ ¨  −
21Æ − 2.(1Æ  (A.9.22) 
 
.» = @ò
/¿; 1 § − 2 I
/¿; 1¨ −	¬4/(−/¿­	1 (A.9.23) 
 I
/¿; 1 = 1V1 −  /¿2/(
= 11 + 
/¿]	 
(A.9.24) 
The Curvature factor is 
 
/¿ = 1V1 −  /¿2/(
− 1 
(A.9.25) 
The new ku dependent chirp 
 ò
/¿; 1 = 11ò − ò
/¿; 1 	 (A.9.26) 
Range dependent chirp term 
 ò
/¿; 1 = 8@1 /¿
4/( − /¿ (A.9.27) 
 ~ÎÎ
.»∗ = −2 14@ò + 1.(Æ − 1.(Æ (A.9.28) 
 ê = 12@ −=2@2  14@ò + 1.(Æ − 1.(Æ ≈ V
ò=  (A.9.29) 
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Raney Range-Doppler signal 
 ¢
, /¿ = V1@=/( ê
/¿	; § − 2 I
/¿; 1¨ \Éñ
í;£]
í;¦k\MZkíkZ 	 (A.9.30) 
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